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Editorial
Janet Taylor
University of Southern Queensland, Toowoomba, Queensland, Australia
<taylorja@usq.edu.au>

Welcome to Adults Learning Mathematics — An International Journal and the first of the
special Issues of ALM-IJ. The editorial team is very excited about the first special issues as it
takes ALM-IJ down a new more focused path in the life of the journal with plans in the future
for a diverse range of special topics of interest to our readers.
For this special issue I would like to introduce Professor Christine Keitel. Professor Keitel has a
long and prestigious history in mathematics education research and publishing. She is well
known for her work both within her close environs of Europe and throughout the world with
significant research projects undertaken with colleagues in all continents. She has been involved
in many research associations and journal editorial boards in a variety of roles, including
European Editor of the "Journal for Curriculum Studies" (1994-2000). Her research areas
include studies on the relationship between mathematics and its social practice, on attitudes and
beliefs of teachers and students, on "mathematical literacy" and "numeracy", on equity and
social justice, and on the challenges of internationalisation and globalisation for mathematics
education.
We welcome her to our journal as the first Special Guest Editor.
Janet Taylor
Chief Editor
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Equity, justice and adults mathematics education
Christine Keitel
Freie University of Berlin
Berlin, Germany
<keitel@zedat.fu-berlin.de>
The ambitious aim of this issue was to develop new visions for adults‟ learning mathematics
from feminist perspectives that include gender and diversity issues and strive for political
empowerment in a world more and more determined by the use of mathematics and
mathematical technology. Authors were asked to address possible influences and substantial
changes in mathematics education for adults that are guided by inclusiveness and aim at
adults‟ mathematical literacy for all. Discussions or reports about initiatives that are guided by
gender awareness and focus on diversity perspectives were called for, questioning the
influence of still predominant male social images of mathematics and technology and relating
to political perspectives of mathematics education for adults were asked for. Reports about
specially designed approaches for adults learning mathematics that actively address gender
perspectives or focus on the advantages or disadvantages of realized changes of perspectives
and attitudes were called for. Pointing to the blind spots in the mathematical media and
technology production where women might not be addressed or do not exist as addressees,
and discussions about new technological perspectives that might be developed by the active
female presence in technological production and related fields from the producer as well as
from the consumer part as well as how this could effect new concepts of adults learning in
mathematical and technological fields. The very broad frame of the call for contributions
should allow a very diverse set of papers, and we did get three extended papers, which are
good representatives of the diversity of thought within adults learning mathematics.
In the following, I add to the fascinating contributions of the three authors. In an
attempt to present a background discussion I briefly summarise some findings on gender
differences in the cognitive and affective domain stemming from psychology, sociology and
mathematics education research in general. The changing interpretations of the "problem of
gender and mathematics" during the last 40 years and possible implications for mathematics
education for adults as well when claiming social justice are also discussed. It will be
demonstrated to what extent research on gender differences in achievement and participation
and its public acceptance and support is biased, or even guided, by social presuppositions and
prejudices about gender differences in social life, but on the other side opened up to wider
perspectives on problems of ethnicity and class and mathematics education. The call for
changes in mathematics education for adults that are inclusive and gender sensitive is driven
by the contention that any improvement of mathematics teaching and learning which aims at
overcoming the disadvantage and discrimination of girls or women will be of equal benefit
not only for boys and men, but moreover for people underprivileged by ethnicity and social
class.
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1. A survey of research on the problems of "gender and mathematics" and the
change of perspectives for mathematics education
Since the beginning of its institutionalisation until the late 1970s the common schooling of
girls and boys - as coeducation - has been seen as the necessary and sufficient precondition
that females equally well as males could choose their educational path and professional
carrier, and in particular could opt to study fields related to mathematics, science and
technology. Meanwhile it is more and more claimed that the existence of gender specificity of
working choices as well as of professional and private carriers have not changed, but
reinforced by the existing practise of formal coeducation. Moreover, current forms of
coeducation contribute to the under participation of females in mathematics and scienceoriented professions. In the following these claims will be analysed by relating them to
research findings on "gender and mathematics".
The common sense conception of "women and mathematics" some 40 years ago when coeducation had formally been established and males and females formally had equal
access to mathematics education - was that there was no problem, it was "only natural" that
real women could not, did not and would not want to do mathematics1. Investigations brought
evidence in terms of numbers as facts on global or particular deficiencies of women in the
fields of mathematics and technologies. Thirty years ago, however, that the idea that women
could not do as well as men in mathematics had come to be considered as a problem. A
problem of the women, but worthy of attention of psychologists and mathematics educators.
Empirical studies were started and an increasing number of reports had been published which
offered not only data on gender specific differences but explanations for the differences.
There were two extremes within the debate: Women are either biologically/mentally not able
or psychologically/socially hindered to demonstrate performance and achievement in
mathematics. Studies, which proposed explanations on the genetic base of females'
mathematical deficiencies or on various factors within the socialisation process provided
contradictory results. Ten years later social explanations of educational achievement got more
popularity and were reinforced by the emerging feminism together with political and
economical changes. The “problem” had turned into a more general, social issue. A subtle,
but significant shift in the research questions can be noticed when they turned to address
affective influences caused by psychological or socio-cultural factors. The research question
now was: Why don't perform women as well as men? Research studies offered various
explanations and recommended complementing traditional mathematics education by
intervention programs for girls and women. These programs appeared to be successful, and by
following their ideas, girls (and women) got more attention within mathematics education in
the classroom as well as at university. Later studies showed much better results in girls'
learning mathematics. But what was more striking was that data showed that even
mathematically bright girls and women did not pursue mathematical or technological oriented
studies. The research question turned into: Why do women not participate in mathematics and
technology? Why they do not want to do mathematics? For many who are concerned with
equal opportunity and coeducation the crucial problem now was seen to be that women limit
their post-school options by choosing not to study mathematics or entering a field of studies
that ask for mathematical studies. For others, it was considered a waste of talent when
women, as a group, "underparticipate" in mathematics. For the majority of mathematics
educators the solution was seen to require that more women be encouraged and persuaded to
1

That there were also men who did not succeed nor choose mathematics as a field of interest was
completely ignored.
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undertake more mathematics, for others it was more necessary to question the practices of
mathematics and mathematics education and research and "to realise gender-sensitive or
inclusive education".
Concerning the research work on "women and mathematics" and its impact on the
social practise of education in past years, the most important development within research
was the shift of perceptions, perspectives, methodology and proposals for dramatic changes in
educational policy and practice, and in societal practices. With regard to perceptions there
was a shift from "the problems of women in mathematics" to "the problem of gender and
mathematics” and a call for actively integrating diversity perspectives. This was an important
step, and led to additional changes in research approaches and the establishment of new
research fields. The first was the shift from biological factors of differences to more general,
social aspects, or a shift from searching for deficiencies attributed to one or the other side
(though mostly to the women and girls or members of the underprivileged classes or
ethnicity‟s) to studying relationships between gender and mathematics education and
accepting diversity perspectives.
The shift to "gendered mathematics and diversity" made up for more of a balance in
the research perspectives and areas. It was inclusive and considered problems of "males and
mathematics" or "socially or ethnically disprivileged people" as well as females. Gender then
was just one social factor in the series of race, class and gender factors. Do males have
problems with mathematics? There are research studies that show evidence that a (even
bigger) number of boys are low-achievers in mathematics than girls although they regard
mathematics as a male subject, which raises quite dramatic problems in cases of failure. A
sociological perspective offers the possibility to interpret research on "women and
mathematics" in a new way. Findings could be used as indications of fundamental
deficiencies in the whole enterprise of mathematics education.
Concerning a change in methodology, it is quite obvious today that research in
mathematics education, and particular the early research on "women and mathematics", was
and still is biased by the predominant empiricist methods and positivist paradigms. Research
studies for a long period were dominated not only by approaches related to behaviourist
psychology, but more generally by quantitative studies, by a searching for "numbers" as
"facts" of deficiencies and differences. The claim for "objectivity" had been only fulfilled by
large amounts of data from objective standardised tests, or formalised observations in the
search for universal laws of nature.2 The prejudices and presuppositions inherent in these
approaches in guiding questions and underlying paradigms, have mostly not been recognised.
This type of research is not to be abolished, but there should be a greater awareness that it is
also transporting presuppositions that influence the results. Qualitative studies (such as casestudies or narrative studies, asking for comments and reflections, for intuition and "loud
thinking", for feelings, biographies, and personal reports, for subjective and global
interpretations) constitute an important complement and corrective to data gathering and data
comparison. They open up to other disciplines, and to more philosophical and hermeneutic

2This

is extensively discussed in reviews and meta-level reviews of empirical studies, see early studies
like those of Maccoby /Jacklin (1974) re-analysed by Lynn and Hyde (1981, 1989), Fennema (1985),
Willis (1989). Most studies deal with numbers in very different ways, and the base for data gathering
differs considerably, furthermore studies tend to concentrate on "cognitive" as psychological matters.
The term "cognitive" here does not refer to the distinction between "cognitive" and "affective," but to
"cognitive" as a psychological construct which tends to see the girl, the woman, the pupil, the
individual, as an actor mainly determined by psychological characteristics. An alternative view sees the
individual as a social, interacting subject as teaching and learning takes place in social groups.
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perspectives, they require hermeneutic interpretation and stimulate new research questions as
are presented in the three very different discussions in this issue of ALM-IJ.
Qualitative studies have enlarged our understanding of the problem of "gender and
mathematics": They complement the cognitive perspective and focus on the individual as the
psychological subject confronted to the world by the perspective on the social or collective
subject, interacting within groups in classrooms and social organisations. The social,
interacting subjects cannot adequately be studied by means of cognitive psychology only, but
such studies ask for references to sociological and political frameworks. Sociological,
philosophical and political perspectives were developed, more global perspectives have been
accepted. Where to go? Do we really work on equal opportunities and develop a democratic
society? Who counts and who decides? What are the qualities of our schools concerning
coeducation? What are the qualities of our working places concerning diversity and gender
inclusiveness? When the problem of gender and mathematics is no longer a problem of girls
or women, but a question of the practise of education, of teaching and learning, of the
conceptions of education, then the learning facilities and opportunities that are offered are
questioned: not only the pedagogical methods, forms of interaction and the goals of
mathematics education are questioned and the social environment including the social actions
that dominate have to be investigated. Goals of mathematics education represent
interpretations of the role of mathematics in society and of the social image of mathematics.

2. Is there striking evidence of gender differences in achievement and
participation in mathematics?
Reviews of the literature in research on gender and achievement in mathematics provide
contradicting approaches and findings in data gathering and interpretations over countries and
history. The predominant research themes in the 1970s were investigations on gender specific
performance in tests - some of them got a big platform for public debate.3, on gender specific
motivation and social behaviour, on the effects of gender specific role stereotypes, on fear of
success, and on the relationship between achievement in mathematics and its impact on the
liking or disliking of mathematics. Besides of those biogenetic interpretations of SAT-test
data as evidence of biologically determined lower achievement of girls4, clear differences in
performance and achievement between girls and boys "vanished". Cross-cultural comparisons
of mathematics achievement consistently showed smaller or non-existent gender differences
within cultures and large differences across cultures, and those that did exist were not
consistent across all the participating countries.5 Other studies showed that performances in
and attitudes towards mathematics vary considerable in different countries, and emphasise
that not only opportunities to learn and curricular offerings, but moreover the social image of
mathematics influences choices and carriers of girls and boys differently over countries.
Differences of performance were interpreted by gender-specific interaction in the classroom,
gender-specific assessment modes and teacher beliefs about gender and performance. The
3

A serious German weekly journal (DIE ZEIT) interpreted such research reports by the title: Are male
genes superior? and asserted to have identified universal explanatory biological factors of differences
in giftedness and the "born talented for mathematics"
4see Benbow and Stanley (1980) and the discussion described by Willis (1989)
5 Studies like SIMS, TIMSS or PISA provided strong arguments for socio-cultural factors of gender
differences in achievement and could demonstrate that performance differences in mathematics overall
countries were bigger than gender differences, there were no gender-specific performance differences
in arithmetic, algebra and statistics, there were some significant gender-specific performance
differences in geometry and measurement in many countries.
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diverse perception in approaching mathematics can be expressed by differences. Major factors
determining low achievement and participation were identified as: sex-role stereotypes and
the social image of mathematics, working and teaching styles, gender-specific expectations
and treatment, the relationship between testing results and the quality of testing situations, the
connection between strong and poor self concepts, anxiety or success in competitions or
mathematical learning and the perceptions of mathematics and its social use conveyed and
acquired by schooling.

3. The social image of mathematics, science and technology
In our Western culture and in contrast to some other cultures we are obsessed by numbers.
That is mathematics, it is said, the mathematisation of our world. In the public image
mathematics is (almost) only about numbers, and numbers are everywhere, numbers are the
data we refer to, are the facts we use in argumentation: "There is no evidence in data that ...,
clear data show that in average". or "the majority (number) of girls have deficiencies in spatial
abilities ..."). Mathematisation of our society in most cases means an extended use of
numbers.
Although there have been many claims for changes by reform developments already
in primary school mathematics, the handling of the basic operations still is the dominant
activity of teachers and pupils. Numbers are in the drill and practice tasks, in stupid and rarely
enlightening tasks, but nearly no other mathematics. The usual exercises as well as the socalled "applications" in word problems reduce mathematics to a number game only - find the
operation and execute! Even when geometry is the focus, the calculating of perimeter or area
is the major concern. In secondary mathematics, equations, or functions or calculus are
seldom analysed theoretically, but reduced to calculations, and linear algebra for most
students at university level is just calculating matrices and so on. Problems beyond the
number games are left to optional courses for highly gifted, for the majority they are excluded
or neglected in the dominant practice of school mathematics.
Concerning research in mathematics education, we find a similar bias: most research
in psychological studies in mathematics education (as well as in gender related investigations)
is data gathering, a kind of number games "correlating numbers". The important step to an
abstraction via formalising, the step from the qualitative problem to the quantitative
representation of the problem in numbers and a structural relationship is most often taken for
granted. The transformation of problems into calculable problems and the possible qualitative
change that had taken place by this transformation is not questioned: Do we investigate the
same problem when dealing with the calculable format? Only results referring back to data
are accepted. Is this the only kind of truth as research results? Do we notice that we might
have got a solution for a quite different problem than of which we started? Applied to the
problem of "Gender and mathematics education" this might have driven us into a wrong
direction.
Addressing educational policy as one impact of research on gender, let me recall a
type of argument which is often encountered in the context of gender and mathematics. The
argument runs that women and girls should pursue mathematical studies because mathematics
is useful for everybody. The search for usefulness, however, in debates on mathematics
education has to be fundamentally questioned. We do not have any evidence that mathematics
education really is useful in the literal sense. Mathematics education is useful for passing
exams, but I see a sharp contradiction between the mathematical knowledge needed for
exams, on the one hand, and that needed for jobs and professions on the other, not to mention
in survival of daily life. A lot of political advertising is going on here, and one has to question
how mathematics is actually used in our society. I am not talking about the superficial kind of
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usefulness that students often ask about, nor about the usefulness of mathematics in the
mechanics of everyday life. What I would like to see is a meaningfulness and usefulness in
people's social and professional lives that would enable them to exercise judgement in the
world in autonomous, competent, and self-determined ways. It seems to me that because of
our limited perception of mathematics and mathematics education we have been led to
disregard this wider value of mathematics. I believe this also contributes to the severe
deficiencies of mathematics education in general as well as to the gender problem in
particular.
Perhaps the greatest and most unconscious use of mathematics lies in our obsession
with numbers as arguments. Everything in our society is either connected to or justified by
numbers, mostly in relation to money. Money provides the super-rational argument. Its
rationality stems from the fact that money itself is materialised mathematics and borrows its
rationality from mathematics. This identification of numbers with money is inculcated very
early in school (we need only recall the overwhelming number of text problems that deal with
shopping), yet it is seldom balanced later by other kinds of insight. It thus presents a basic
example of an unconscious, questionable, but unquestioned use of mathematics.
It is obvious, mathematics is used nearly everywhere in our social life, to the good
and to the bad. Mathematics is not only applied deliberately, its use is often taken for granted.
Nearly nowhere in school mathematics or other forms of mathematics education real insight is
provided into the way mathematics can be or should be applied - the so-called "word
problems" are only "dressed algorithms", the modelling approach ends within mathematics,
not in critically dealing with the context problems. Not enough consciousness is developed to
show that mathematics can be used as a restricted and restricting means, as a cheating, as a
trick, not as an empowering but as a disempowering means6. The propaganda of
mathematicians and mathematics teachers that mathematics is enlightening, creative and
beautiful is rarely justified by the poor teaching they offer in all levels from school to
university. Nearly nowhere mathematical approaches are criticised, nowhere applications of
mathematics are questioned. Mathematised arguments are true. Mathematization seems to be
mainly quantification related to money, today particularly reinforced when referring to the
most modern materialisation of mathematics: the computer. How do we overcome and go
beyond the numbers game? This should be shortly addressed in the following discussion.

4. Diversity and gender inclusive mathematics education for adults
Leone Burton (Burton, 1995) in her seminal contribution to the ICMI-study conference on
“Gender and mathematics education” offered a challenging exercise to the audience of
mathematics educators in her talk, which I want to quote:
“As mathematics educators we are forced to ask: What is mathematics? What does it mean to
know mathematics? Interpreting mathematics as a human enterprise, consequently another
important question arises: What contribution therefore might answers to these first two
questions make to our debate on social justice and equity?

6

Koblitz in an excellent article entitled "Mathematics as propaganda"(1981) has described many
examples often taken from respectable publications of the use of mathematics in highly ambitious ways
to produce mystification and an impression of precision and profundity. Arguments that would be
ridiculed if explained in everyday language are accepted when presented "mathematically" they are
then regarded as scientific because they involve "hard" data. Invoking numbers, statistics and formula
can be more persuasive than quoting well-known authorities, and in the presence of mathematics many
of us suspend our disbelief: numbers don't lie.
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Let us regard two axioms. Axiom 1: There is differential engagement with mathematics at both
the public and the private level across different societies at this time. Axiom 2: Mathematics is a
social-cultural artefact. Different times, different cultures, different social conditions have
produced different mathematics. In that process it is legitimate to ask the question: Who has
accorded the value? What has designated some mathematics as important, some as trivial, or as
good mathematical work, how have these decisions been made and how have they been
implemented? Those questions are questions that relate to the sociology of mathematical
knowledge. If Mathematics is perceived as a social cultural artefact, then it is not objective, not
absolute, not value-free. We all know that it is not certain, we have been there, we have done
that, we have moved on, we have abandoned that certainty, although it is very clear that,
sociologically speaking, certainty has not been abandoned. There is continuity between the
position of mathematical certainty and the social description of mathematics and the public
positions of mathematicians. Let us indulge with the following thought experiment. What do we
loose by accepting the axiom 2? Well, it is clear to me, we loose objectivity, we loose certainty,
we loose mathematical truths. What do we retain? We retain internal consistency. From the
stated axioms of the mathematical problem or situation logically through to the articulation of a
generalisation, the argument is a mathematical generalisation. But internal consistency does not
imply external existence.
What do we gain therefore from an epistemological position, which attempts to establish
inclusivity on a social-justice line? First of all, we gain honesty. We throw away myths, myths
that surround mathematics and people's experience of mathematics. But secondly, we gain
intellectually challenging questions. If mathematics is a product of different places and times we
must be able to imagine and derive different mathematics, at least different values within
mathematics.
From the socio-cultural perspective of Western European mathematics a bright child is one who
is very early able to count and calculate. The Aboriginal society e.g. does not accord such a high
value to number or comparison that our society does. But it does accord a very great value to
spatial orientation. The Aboriginal child would be called mathematically bright if he or she finds
its way home very early. He or she therefore would have been a product of the society, which is
obsessed with spatial orientation and exactly the same way is a Western European child the
product of the society, which was obsessed with numerical and comparative orientation. It is an
equally valued and possible entry for a child into the world of mathematical knowing, but that
corpus looks and feels very different. Do not refer to arguments about sophistication and
primitiveness. If we start making those kinds of judgements - like the kind of not being able or
doing calculus or such judgements, we have to acknowledge that they steam from our own
cultures insensitiveness, our inability to value differently various ways of knowings and our
protection of our own.
What do we have to do therefore to begin to get this sense of multiplicities, to begin to accord
value, and to begin to think about what mathematics might look like from different
perspectives? I think we have to identify contradictions. Mathematical statements are not
necessarily truths, but they are statements of internal consistency and therefore not necessarily
unique. What does it mean to know something of this kind of analysis therefore in mathematics?
One can state a cluster of aspects of this knowledge that come out of the literature written both
by mathematicians and by feminists in the philosophies of sciences.
First of all, to know some mathematics means to have personal and cultural and social
knowledge, to be able to cite your knowing in both, the personal and the socio-cultural context.
It means that the knowing and the knower are intimately connected.
Secondly, that the knowing is non-judgmental, that means that it recognises and celebrates
different approaches and flexible approaches. Just as a throw-away example: I am sometimes
horrified when I am sitting near a mathematician who is in a session where somebody presents a
geometric proof which is entirely visible and says towards the mathematician colleague: "That is
not a rigorous proof". That is a judgmental statement, which actually historically is not born out
by the way in which proofs had been offered in the mathematical community. So I think we
have to be non-judgmental and flexible.
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Thirdly, the knowing involves the aesthetics of mathematical thinking. And a lot of
mathematicians write about the power of aesthetics.
Fourthly, the knowing nurtures insight and intuition. Again, born out very strongly by what
mathematicians say about their experiences of doing mathematics.
Fifthly, the knowing has to be global and inclusive. There has to be a sense of connectedness
across knowings. This is an epistemological perspective of knowing mathematics.
These are some conjectural arguments, but there has been very little work done on the nature of
the discipline mathematics. We search for such categories, which indicate the need for strong
reasons why we gain an inclusive mathematical experience in both sense, race and gender
inclusiveness.” (Burton 1995, pp. 377-380)

Leone Burton (2003) had shown in her study “Mathematicians as enquirers” that what counts
as excellent mathematics is a social product that changes over time and people, which
contrasts with experiences that most people have gained by schooling or later study. To
overcome the old perceptions of learning and doing mathematics she demonstrated
convincingly that differences in perceptions of learning are clearly expressed by the kind of
language we use: Is mathematical learning a challenge or a competition, an internalisation or
a mastery, do we interact with or attack a problem, do we work in hierarchies or in networks?
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Abstract
Our discussion of social justice begins by embracing both distribution and recognition aspects
of social relations (Vincent, 2003). The first aspect considers the way that goods, knowledge,
skills, rights, etc. are distributed among social groups; the second aspect focuses on aspects of
society structuring social encounters and relations – modes of communication, 'treatment',
respect. Our approach to social justice focuses not only on the dimension of gender, but also on
social class and ethnicity: we consider that concern with these latter forms is crucial for a full
appreciation of the structural and the interactional aspects conveyed by the concept (Arnot,
2002; Gillborn & Mirza, 2000). In methodological terms we argue that researching the
questions posed by a social justice agenda, will require both 'quantitative' and 'qualitative'
methods – within any substantial research programme, and even within individual studies. Our
emphasis on the theoretical aspects of formulating a research problem points to the importance
of a third facet of social justice, to do with representation and power. We discuss several
examples of fruitfully combining different aspects of social justice and multiple methods of
research. In particular, we argue that considerations of social justice, and a related „hybrid‟
methodology, will play a crucial role in our ongoing study of the (re)production of images of
mathematics in popular culture, and in particular advertising.

Key Words: social justice, equality, gender, social class, ethnicity, quantitative methods,
qualitative methods, hybrid methodology.
1. Introduction
There is a range of concepts available for considering the fairness or otherwise of social
arrangements in society, and their relationship to the education system and its effects on
individuals and social groups. Here, we focus on social justice. Other work discussed below
focuses on equality, or on democracy.
Indeed, social justice is a good concept to focus the discussion, because it is clearly
related to the idea of equity or fairness, and because it is currently widely discussed in
educational research (e.g. Vincent, 2003; Arnot, 2002; Burton, 2003; Philosophy of
Mathematics Education Journal, 2007). It also appears to resonate with contemporary policymakers' concerns, including the European Union's social agenda and the activities (or rhetoric)
of many national governments around the world. The concept of social justice provides a way of
grouping two distinct, but related, aspects: distributive justice and justice in terms of
recognition.
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This paper has several aims:
 To discuss a dual understanding of social justice in terms of distribution and recognition, in
recent work in studies of educational policy and practice.
 To discuss several illustrations, from the sociology of education, and from adult
mathematics education, which support our position of emphasising social class and ethnicity
as key dimensions of social justice, as well as gender.
 To argue, drawing on these illustrations, that researching the questions posed by a social
justice agenda requires both 'quantitative' and 'qualitative' methodologies.
 To show that addressing questions of social justice allows a broader investigation of issues
in the teaching and learning of adult mathematics (formal and informal), drawing for
illustration on our analysis of images of mathematics in advertising.

2. A dual understanding of social justice
The first, distributive facet of social justice focuses on the question of whether the individual (or
social group) has (or has access to) material goods and services, and symbolic resources, such as
knowledge or skills. Also important in our societies are the opportunities an individual (or a
social group) has to gain access to, to participate in, or to succeed in, particular spheres of social
activity, e.g. further and higher education, or certain occupations or grades of work.
The overriding concern of policy-makers in western societies from the 1960s onwards
was equality, or more precisely, 'equality of opportunity' across social groups – meaning, at
that time, across social classes. This made a distributive view of social justice dominant in
social science analysis. However, in recent years, in mathematics education and educational
research more generally, the tendency has been for social class not to be talked about directly
(Secada, 1992; Skeggs, 1997; Vincent, 2003a), and sometimes in the educational research
literature to be discussed in terms of 'ability differences'. The distributive facet of social justice,
however, is especially important in situations where educational opportunities may be rationed
and distributed according to 'ability', or 'ability to benefit'. Distributive concerns might suggest
researching questions like:
 How are different forms of knowledge (e.g. mathematical, scientific), or certain educational
credentials / qualifications distributed among the different social categories of class, gender,
ethnic or language groups?
 How does provision of resources, or performance, differ between different social categories
in school or college mathematics?
An interesting example is given by David Gillborn and Heidi Mirza, in Educational Inequality:
Mapping race, class and gender (2000). This study, largely concerned with distributive issues,
appears to use mostly quantitative methodology – based on a moderately large sample of
official ethnic monitoring returns from local educational authorities, and a representative
national youth survey. However, these researchers also draw on (their own and others')
ethnographic research to focus on the experience of students in school. In particular they show
that black pupils receive harsher treatment in discipline terms than others; and that teachers
have lower expectations of Black students and less positive assumptions about their motivation /
ability (p. 17). This suggests that there is also a need to study social justice and inequalities in
social interactions in schools and classrooms.
Thus a second aspect of social justice concerns 'recognition of difference', stemming from
a concern with status-related inequalities, relating to manners of communication, 'treatment',
respect for difference, and, in particular, avoidance of misrepresentation, stereotyping, and
disrespect.
Since the 1980s, there has been increased interest in a 'politics of recognition' (Cribb &
Gewirtz, 2003), understandable as a response to a range of 'New Social Movements' –
concerning gender, ethnicity, disability, sexual preference – leading to assertions of / demands
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for 'women's liberation', 'black is beautiful', 'gay pride', etc. These have had important
implications for education and social policy, expressed as a concern with issues such as
'multiculturalism' and 'social inclusion' (Tett, 2003). Recognition concerns might prompt
educational research questions like:
 How are different groups of students treated by teachers in educational institutions?
 What expectations and assumptions do teachers have about different groups in education?
To what extent are these sometimes 'stereotypical'?
Examples of such concerns include, besides Gillborn & Mirza (2000), research programmes and
individual studies in the sociology of education on issues of difference and identity, such as:
Arnot (2002) on gender (see Section 3); Gillborn (1995) on ethnicity; Barton (1996) on
disability.
We can use the discussion so far to suggest a number of provisional directions for further
consideration. First, we might distinguish the bases of educational inequality / oppression for
different groups. For some, inequality may be rooted primarily in an economic context,
requiring redistribution: for example, social class, 'ability' differences, disability. For others,
oppression may be generated largely in a cultural context, by lack of recognition/ misrecognition, e.g., ethnicity, sexual orientation, religion, disability. In this connection, gender
inequalities are central, since they can be seen as 'multiply generated' (Lynch & Lodge, 2002, p.
3), that is related both to redistributive and recognition issues. Nevertheless, there is a complex
inter-relation between these two aspects of social justice.
One recurrent criticism has been that social and sociological analyses of social justice or
inequality have been too narrow, and have entailed, over the last forty years (in Englishspeaking countries at least), replacing concerns about social class, with those relating to gender,
then with concerns about ethnicity, then disability and so on; furthermore that this has led to a
proliferation of sub-fields, of research 'experts', and so on, thereby impoverishing the
understanding of this most fundamental topic in educational research. However, we find it
more appropriate to entertain the idea that, with each new form of inequality such as the
currently held concerns with sexual orientation or disability, we do not simply have a
replacement, but an enriching of the idea of social justice.
Therefore, as we shall show in the remainder of this paper, there are important reasons for
us to embrace the notion of social justice in studying current educational arrangements,
processes and outcomes. First, compared to the earlier conception of social and educational
inequality, the notion of social justice points to a multi-faceted conception that considers
questions about the structural determinants of social action, but does not limit the investigation
to these. Second, it takes account of diverse forms of social difference, such as gender, social
class, ethnicity, sexual orientation; while leaving open to consideration any other instance of
social difference encountered, as to whether it might constitute the basis of a form of (in)justice.
And, third, it expresses a commitment by those that use the concept to make efforts to combat
the inequalities observed. This third reason, Cribb and Gewirtz (2003) refer to as the collapsing
of the distinction between evaluation and action. They argue that a focus on evaluation alone
carries the risk of representing social reproduction as inevitable. Furthermore, it is only by
analysing examples of policies and practices aimed at promoting social justice that we can
examine how tensions can be overcome in reality. This third reason for embracing the concept
of social justice thus recommends that researchers focus on and scrutinise policies and practices
prevailing in public life.

3. An enriched idea of social justice: An example
Arnot (2002) provides an illustration of how the idea of social justice may be developed, in the
course of her critique of social (class) reproduction theory (Bowles and Gintis, 1976). This is
the idea that the social structure is perpetuated through ensuring broadly that – in Willis‟s
(1977) now classic phrase – „working class kids get working class jobs', and similarly for
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middle class kids. Arnot‟s account allows us to see the importance of multiple aspects of social
justice, based on multiple dimensions of social difference.
1. Arnot and others have criticised a notion of social class defined only in economic (or
occupational) terms, and argued for inclusion of 'dynamic aspects of identity', and the role
of patterns of consumption (spending), community and family values (Arnot, 2002, p. 205).
2. Thus the family, with its influence on gender relations, becomes crucial in processes of
social class formation, through its role in forming identity, authority relations, perceptions
of / resistance to schooling, mediation of differences in material circumstances. In this
sense, she agrees with Bernstein (1977) that the 'long shadow of the family' also influences
the 'expressive [affective] order of school'.
3. Youth cultures now soften and cross social class boundaries, and their class cultures are
formed by young people acting during schooling as mediators between family class cultures
and the cultures of employment; that is, they are not formed only by the latter.
4. Social class inequality may be affected by the differing opportunities of middle class
professional and working class young women. The former now take responsibility for
perpetuating their own class position (rather than aiming to do so via marriage), while also
making different demands on family life (e.g. sharing of childcare), and different
contributions to building up the family's capital (cultural and economic); working class
women, in contrast, despite little if any improvement in the real opportunities available to
them, paradoxically seem to appear to manage the contradictions by using the discourse of
individualisation and choice (Arnot, 2002, pp. 212-14).
5. Black women have emphasised education and examination qualifications as a way of
crossing class and breaking out of traditional gender and race classifications, and gaining an
advantage in securing scarce local jobs (see also Mirza, 2005).
6. Nevertheless, in the national study of overall school attainment at age 16+, discussed in the
previous section, Gillborn & Mirza (2000) found that social class differences had remained
over the previous ten years, and, when social class differences were controlled for, there
remained significant ethnic group differences. Gender differences were small overall.
The research discussed by Arnot illustrates the importance of theoretical development of social
justice to encompass distributive and recognition (identity) aspects (illustrated here by point 1
above). Her overall account also shows how class, gender and ethnic differences inter-relate to
have effects in subtle ways. And the findings she draws on are based at least partly on
ethnographic (qualitative) work (points 2 to 5.) and partly on survey (quantitative) work
(illustrated here by point 6).
Drawing on Arnot's account for illustration, we argue that researching the questions
posed by a social justice agenda, and developing theorisations to begin to address them, will
require both 'quantitative' and 'qualitative' methods – within any substantial research
programme. Below we give further illustrations from our own ongoing work.

4. Quantitative and qualitative methods
There is not space here to discuss in depth the difference(s) between „Quantitative‟ and
„Qualitative‟ methodologies, as that distinction is currently deployed in social and educational
research (see for example, Bryman, 1992). Here we simply refer to some of the distinctions
most evidently in use by a substantial proportion of practising social and educational
researchers; see Table 1.
The simplest way to try to distinguish the two types of method is to look at the form of
the data, and the methods of data analysis used: numerical data, analysed statistically, indicates
quantitative methods, and textual data, analysed „semiotically‟ indicates qualitative methods.
These distinctions are highly overt or „visible‟. Less visible, but still often acknowledged, is the
degree of structuring by the researcher of the verbal social interaction with the participants
during the data production and coding stages. These are the sorts of distinctions used by many
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to categorise differences between their work and that of others, and these are the basis of the
working characterisation of the differences that we will use in this paper1.

Table 1. Possible Bases of a Quantitative/Qualitative Distinction
Quantitative

Qualitative

„Visibility‟ of distinction

Form of data

numerical

textual

very high

Methods of analysis of the
data

statistical

„semiotic‟

very high

Degree of structuring (by the
researcher) of interaction in
the field

substantial (in
standardised, and
coded, tests,
interviews or
questionnaires)

relatively little (in
semi-structured
interviews and
participant
observation)

moderately high

In fact very often researchers, in justifying their choices of method, refer the issue back to
questions of epistemology and ontology in order to argue that the two methods study completely
different worlds: one to do with an objective world „out-there‟ and independent of the observer,
and the other a world of individuals as intentional beings making sense of their interactions with
others. However, our approach is to focus on an adequate theorisation of the problem at hand, in
this case that of social justice so as to guide, using such theorisations, the methodological
decisions to be made, at each crucial point in the research.

5. Types of method in practice: A consideration of further examples
To explore the use of, and the fruitful combination of, „quantitative‟ and „qualitative‟ methods
in practice, and using our developing notion of social justice, we draw on an earlier study by the
first author, Evans‟s (2000) study of adult numeracy and emotion; and a joint ongoing study of
images of mathematics in popular culture; see Evans, Tsatsaroni & Staub (2007).2 In both
studies issues of inequality have been crucial in conceptualising the research object, but the use
of additional theoretical resources in the second study has allowed us to put the issue of learning
and social justice at the centre of our problematic.

5.1 Adults' mathematical thinking and emotions
Evans (2000) studied adults' mathematical thinking and performance in a higher education
institution. He produced survey and interview data on three cohorts of students studying
mathematics, as part of their main study of a social science subject.
Evans studied distributional issues in mathematics education – by asking students to
complete a questionnaire including some performance items, and by analysing the results
through building a statistical model. He found that the size of gender differences in the
performance items was initially quite substantial. But they decreased (and were no longer
statistically significant for school leavers in the 18-20 age range), after controlling for a range of

1

There is not space here to continue this discussion, by bringing in ‘low visibility’, but important,
differences, such as the difference in aims of quantitative and qualitative approaches, or the (related)
commitment to different types of explanation – namely, explanation by causes and explanation by reasons
/ intentions, respectively; for further on these issues, see Bryman (1992) and Creswell (2003).
2 For another illustration using Boaler (1997), who also uses multiple methods, see Evans (2007).
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competing explanations such as social class, age, level of qualification in school maths, and
affective variables, especially confidence and mathematics anxiety.
Besides these quantitative methods, the research also used semi-structured interviews (life
history/clinical) to observe student problem solving and affective reactions. This allowed the
problematising of categories and scales from the questionnaire, and more flexible and rich
description of several concepts:
 performance, in a context-specific – more precisely, a practice-specific – way, as in how to
understand a student's calculation of a restaurant tip as „37.2p‟, when the UK‟s smallest unit
of currency is 1p (Evans, 2000, p. 162ff)
 social class, elaborated to include not only an economic, work-based aspect, but also
cultural and identity-based aspects (for example, pp. 230-1, and also the discussion of
Arnot's elaborations above)
 anxiety expressed, distinguished from anxiety 'exhibited', using insights from
psychoanalysis (pp. 171-2).
These elaborated categorisations were used to examine the main relationships in a richer way
(though for a smaller sample), in what Evans called 'qualitative cross-sectional' (or might have
called 'quantitative semiotic') analyses. These 'hybrid' analyses combine an interpretive reading
of textual material with a basic statistical analysis; see Table 2 below, where the categorisation
of an interviewee as having 'expressed anxiety' or as 'likely to have exhibited anxiety, but not to
have expressed it' depends on a careful reading of the entire interview transcript, drawing on
psychoanalytic insights about the way that anxiety can be 'exhibited', even if it is not expressed
(Evans, 2000, pp. 144-5).
When the results of the categorisation on the latter anxiety variable are cross-tabulated
with gender, the resulting 'qualitative cross-sectional' analysis in principle allows a comparison
across gender groups (Table 2).
Table 2. Expressing and exhibiting anxiety in semi-structured interviews: cross-tabulation of
numbers with gender (n = 25).
Coding
Anxiety expressed
Likely to have exhibited anxiety, but not to
have expressed it
Total

Males
9
3

Females
13
--

Total
22
3

12

13

25

Source: Evans (2000), Table 9.7

Thus, 100% of the women expressed anxiety during the interview, as compared with 75% of the
men. This suggests a 25% difference in the percentage of students expressing anxiety in the
interview setting. However, virtually all students (22 of 25) took the opportunity to express
anxiety during the interview, so any gender differences must be seen as small and not very
reliable (because of the small sample size).
Another way that Evans (2000) brought together quantitative and qualitative methods was
in indicating which students might be 'over-achievers' or 'under-achievers'. This was done by
calculating the residual, or the difference between the student‟s observed performance score and
his/her performance score that would be expected, given their gender, social class, age, level of
mathematics anxiety, etc., and using statistical modelling (see Evans, 2000, note 8, chapter 10,
pp. 270-1, and also Boaler, 1997, pp. 138-9). Such 'over-achieving' and 'under-achieving'
individuals could then be selected to be invited for semi-structured interviews, on the grounds
that they might possibly be informative „critical cases‟ for the analysis. Thus both quantitative
and qualitative methods are here used for distributive analyses of social difference / social
justice in the context of education.
The semi-structured life history interviews provided material on subjectivity/identity, and
therefore, allowed for the recognition of students from various social groups. In these
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interviews, the student related earlier experiences where they were 'recognised', or not, as a
learner of mathematics. The interviews gave students space to express anxiety and other feelings
about mathematics to the interviewer, as illustrated above. The interview also allowed several
students to describe, but also to celebrate, their 'recovery' of confidence and competence in
mathematics during the first year of their college course (Evans, 2000, p. 239), an issue which
relates to the agenda of social justice research.
These two aspects of the study together show the use both of quantitative and qualitative
methods to investigate distributional and recognition aspects of social justice in mathematics
education. In particular, the 'qualitative cross-sectional' method (Table 2) can be seen as a
hybrid, having both quantitative and qualitative features. However, it is also important here to
stress that revisiting the study with a more clearly formulated concept of social justice, rather
than a narrower focus on structural inequalities, has helped to draw out more clearly the
methodological features of the study and their implications.

5.2 Images of mathematics in popular culture
Evans, Tsatsaroni & Staub (2007) investigate the images of mathematics / mathematicians
portrayed in a small sample of advertisements in the UK national daily press. The main aim of
the part of our overall project focusing on advertisements is to describe the images portrayed,
the discourses on mathematics drawn on, and various characteristics of the advertisements, e.g.
their differing „appeals‟ (Leiss, Kline & Jhally, 1990). Here we extend our earlier analysis to
examine two related issues:
 the extent to which dominant discourses on gender can be identified
 whether these are likely to reinforce or to challenge long-term discourses and established
gender stereotypes.
Several key methodological issues are discussed in Evans et al. (2007), including the definition
of a „mathematical advertisement‟, how the fieldwork was organised, and the sampling design.
UK newspapers are divided into „quality‟ papers, „mid-market‟, and „tabloids‟, on the basis of
their traditional styles of presentation and level of reporting and commentary; we chose three
„qualities‟ (Times, Daily Telegraph, Financial Times), one „mid-market‟ (Daily Mail), and two
„tabloids‟ (Sun, Daily Mirror) on the basis of their readership, including breakdowns as to
gender and age. Then, randomly selected two-week periods of back issues (from 1994 to 2003)
of the selected papers were searched for appropriate advertisements in the National Newspaper
Library.
Thus the sampling over the ten-year period was rather „light‟3, because of resource
constraints and the pilot nature of the study. Yet, despite the fact that over 500 editions of daily
newspapers were examined, only nine advertisements judged to contain an „image of
mathematics (or mathematicians)‟ were produced by this systematic sampling process. They
were supplemented by a further four gathered in an „opportunity‟ sample over the same time
period (1994-2004), to make up the sample of 13 advertisements to be studied here. Evans et al.
(2007) analysed this corpus, with a focus on the images of mathematics and mathematicians that
were portrayed. Here we re-analyse these advertisements, with a focus on the images of gender
(and other social differences), and on issues of social justice.
Because of the very small sample available in the pilot study, it is not really possible to
do a „quantitative‟ analysis with this set of data. However, we are currently replicating the study
with a larger sample, where the sorts of analyses that we point to here can be used with much
greater effect. Thus, the sort of „quantitative‟ analyses that we present here are intended to be
suggestive only. First we might do a simple categorisation of the characteristics of the
advertisements, beginning with the product being advertised (Table 3).

3

Only four weeks in each of five years were selected for examination for each newspaper.
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Table 3. Product category of the advertisements.
Product category
Automobiles
Business Services
Food
Consumer Telephone Services
Bank (job advertisement)
Rail Transport
Men‟s Cosmetics
Total

Number in overall sample
(number in random sample)
4 (3)
3 (3)
2 (2) [1 campaign]
1 (--)
1 (1)
1 (--)
1 (--)
13 (9)

In both our systematic random and the overall sample, „mathematical‟ (or „scientific‟) portrayals
appear more frequently in advertisements for cars and for business services. Evans et al. (2007)
observed that, when we combine this with the information that a substantial percentage of
buyers (for many models) of cars are male, as are a high proportion of the senior managers who
are commissioning the purchase of business services, we should expect that appeals in
advertising, including appeals to mathematics, in the UK will be „gendered‟ in particular ways
(cf. Williamson, 1978). Our aim here is to study this gendering. We might begin by studying the
context of the different advertisements, that is the newspaper in which the advertisement
appeared and the characteristics of the readership (Table 4).
Here we can see some variation among the newspapers as to the percentage of their
readership that is male. On the basis of an assumed masculine gendering of mathematics, we
might hypothesise a positive correlation of the percentage of male readers for a newspaper with
the number of advertisements found that contained an image of mathematics4. However, of the
newspapers that showed more than one mathematical advertisement, the Guardian and the
Times had over 55% male readership, whereas the Daily Mail has a majority of female readers.
And of those that had no mathematical advertisements, the Financial Times had the highest
percentage of male readers, while the Sun and the Daily Mirror had „average‟ levels of male
readership5. Thus, on the evidence so far, always keeping in mind the small numbers, we might
conjecture that the incidence of mathematical advertisements does not seem to relate to the
proportion of male (or female) readers.

4

Or more precisely, with the newspaper’s ‘success rate’ (percentage of issues which included a
‘mathematical advertisement’).
5 We could produce a formal measure of the correlation, through producing a scatter plot, or calculating
the correlation coefficient, but here we have a very small set of newspapers that were systematically
sampled for the study – six, excluding the Guardian, since the latter was sampled only in an
‘opportunistic’ way in this phase of the research.
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Table 4. Advertisements found in editions of daily newspapers in overall sample.
Newspaper

No. of advertisements found

% of readers
who are male

% of readers who
are middle class
(“ABC1”)
89.2

4 (Concert Communication Services, 56.8
BMW, Abbey National Bank, Sun
Microsystems)
3 * (Mercury Telephone Services, Peugeot, 58.6
Guardian
90.1
South West Trains)
0
77.1
Financial Times
94.0
1 (Thales IT & Services)
52.9
Daily Telegraph
87.4
4 (Quorn Foods (2), Jaguar, Daihatsu)
47.7
Daily Mail
64.7
0
58.8
Sun
36.8
0
51.8
Daily Mirror
39.7
All Papers
12 **
Source: calculated from results of National Readership Survey (2005)
Notes: * The Guardian advertisements came from the „opportunity sample‟.
** One advertisement (Givenchy) was found by our study only on the company website, and therefore is
excluded from this table.
Times

However, if we take into account the social class mix of the newspapers, we can start
formulating one or two working hypotheses for the next phase of research.
First, mathematics advertisements seem to appear only in papers where there is a high
percentage of middle class readers (the „qualities‟), or at least a more „middling‟ level of middle
class readership (the mid-market papers): we might go on to formulate an explanation in terms
of levels of education and some (presumed) familiarity with and knowledge of mathematics.
This would explain the absence of advertisements in the Sun and the Daily Mirror – but not that
in the Financial Times! We might conjecture that the latter anomaly might be due to the
readership being composed of financially highly specialised – and numerate – groups of
(largely) middle class males, but the investigation of this idea would require further information
or data.
Second, we might conjecture that there might be some difference between the types of
„mathematical‟ advertisements appearing in the Guardian and the Times, as compared with
those in the Daily Mail. What our (limited) data show is that „mathematical‟ advertisements for
cars appear in three of the newspapers (Daily Mail, Times and Guardian); whereas
„mathematical‟ advertisements for business systems appear only in the Times and the Daily
Telegraph. That might suggest a provisional hypothesis – that advertisements for business
systems are more highly gendered than those for cars.It is important to try to assess whether
there is any gendering of the individual advertisements, and, if so, in what ways. To do so, we
can ask:
 whether the advertisement includes any recognisable or stereotypical masculine or feminine
character
 whether there is any appeal to masculine or feminine discourses
 whether the advertisement addresses the reader as likely to be male / in a masculine role, or
alternatively female / in a feminine role.
We shall classify each advertisement as gendered, ambiguous, or apparently gender-neutral
(Table 5)
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Table 5. Degree of gendering in advertisements.
Number of
advertisements

Clearly Gendered
4 (Mercury,
Peugeot,
Givenchy, Thales)

Ambiguous
3 (Jaguar, R4Quorn
R5Quorn)

Gender-neutral
6 (Abbey National job
advertisement, Concert,
Daihatsu, BMW, Sun
Microsystems, South
West Trains)

Total
13

Figure 1. Thales advertisement (Daily Telegraph, 8 December 2000)
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Within the „clearly gendered‟ category, the Thales advertisement (in the Daily Telegraph,
in 2000) contains a picture of (a sculpted head of) the eponymous Greek „Mathematician.
Philosopher. Astronomer. Merchant.‟, and the Mercury (see Evans, 2003) and Peugeot
advertisements (in the Guardian, in 1994 circa and 1999, respectively) contain stereotypical
male characters. The Givenchy advertisement (2002 circa) juxtaposes discourses on
mathematics with those on masculinity.
The two advertisements for Quorn (a vegetable-based meat substitute) are categorised
within the „ambiguous‟ category, because, as a pair, they were clearly conceived to produce a
„gender balance‟. Thus, the R4 Quorn advertisement shows a „stick-figure‟ woman dressed in a
cooking apron in an advertisement advising readers what to eat on Wednesdays; however, at the
same time she is pointing to a graph, purporting to indicate the “time spent smiling on
Wednesdays”. The R5 Quorn (published four days later in 2003, also in the Daily Mail) is
similar, except that the person in the cooking apron is now a man! However, a closer
examination suggests that the man‟s apron is smaller, also revealing a shirt and tie, and he is
pointing to an apparently more complex graph6. These somewhat subtle differences may
nevertheless be read to suggest that the man has a less „hands-on‟ relationship with cooking than
the woman, and that he may be able to handle basic statistical graphs more easily.
The Jaguar advertisement (Evans et al., 2007) has been classified as „ambiguous‟, since
the imagery generally, and the „soaring‟ Jaguar in particular, may function to suggest a striving
and competitive masculinity.
We categorised under half of the advertisements (6 of 13) as „gender-neutral‟. First, the
Abbey National bank‟s job advertisement (Times, 2001): despite any gendered stereotypes of
statisticians that may exist, our reading of this advertisement for a financial statistician is that it
appears to be addressed to a (young) reader of non-specified gender; it also emphasises the
company‟s intention „to meet our disability symbol commitments‟. The two car advertisements,
for BMW and Daihatsu, make no reference to men or women, nor to discourses on gender. The
same is true for the two advertisements for business systems, for Concert and Sun Microsystems
(though we hypothesised above that advertisements for business systems might be more
gendered than for those for cars).
In the South West Trains advertisement (Guardian, 2004) the narrative expresses concern
for people who might be „worried about your safety‟ and announces that £17 million has been
spent on devices and staff to assure passenger safety. The reader is not addressed as gendered,
nor as a member of any other vulnerable group of rail travellers.
Following these „quantitative‟ analyses of the data – involving categorisation,
frequencies, and the suggestions as to how we might use associations/cross-tabulations or
correlations – we examine three of the advertisements categorised as „clearly gendered‟ with
more attention to their possible meanings in terms of the gender discourses underlying the text.
The Peugeot and Givenchy advertisements have also been discussed in Evans et al. (2007), but
it was the mathematical qualities of the images, rather than gender and social justice issues, that
were foregrounded in that discussion. Let us first consider the Thales advertisement (Figure 1,
published in the Daily Telegraph, Dec. 2000).
This advertisement is dominated by Thales‟s sculpted face and his name, which has also
become that of the renamed company. We are assured that he was a real person, by the added
detail of his dates of birth and death: he certainly belongs to the Classical Era. Next follows his
list of his achievements in a „mini-CV‟: „Mathematician. Philosopher. Astronomer. Merchant‟,
each separated by full stops to give added emphasis. What is clearly considered his key
attribute, „Talented‟, is emphasised with a different typeface.
However, Thales, for all his talents, is displaced by the (superior) talents of the company
in the line which asserts that he was „Almost as Talented as the Company that Bears His Name‟.
This „humorous‟ line is followed, by some space, perhaps to let its double-edged meaning sink
in. The smaller text at the bottom then emphasises the transformation of the company to a
6

However, both graphs are clearly based on fabricated, indeed ‘silly’, data (see Evans et al., 2007).
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„global‟ and „dual‟ one – concerned with „both military and civil businesses‟ – guaranteed by
the „talents of its 65,000 employees throughout the world‟.
The humorous strapline may function to allay possible „worries‟ created elsewhere in the
advertisement. The reader may feel anxious in the face of the long list of talents possessed by
the ancient Thales, or concerned that one of the services provided by the modern Thales relates
to the military and „security‟. Thus the appeal of the advertisement is a mixture – a „rational‟
announcement of the change of name of the company, and its substantial capacities, and „relief‟
from these sorts of anxieties. As for the ancient Thales, there is no doubt as to his masculinity,
his talent or his achievements – and these qualities are meant to be associated with the company
in this advertisement. His powerful and unambiguous masculinity is clearly established by the
„Greek god‟ image that heads the advertisement.
We next consider the Peugeot advertisement (Figure 2, published in the Guardian,
August 1999). Evans et al. (2007) argue that this advertisement functions by creating a „lack‟
(Williamson, 1978).
The advert thereby establishes a „need‟ for in-car air conditioning, by sketching a worrying
fantasy of a vindictive public road service, staffed by aggressive, nasty workers, who want to
make the reader‟s life a misery, even (or especially) on a holiday weekend. The relief is
provided by the advertiser's cars, which have […] „personal air-conditioning‟. (p. 46)

We can see the basis of this argument, in the domination of the picture by the large masculine
figure – complete with huge traffic cone – and the „calculating‟ tone of his words: “If I‟ve got
my sums right, these should cause a nice long tailback…”.
The man with the cone is an apparently powerful and anxiety-inducing figure, but, on
reflection, the advertisement subverts him in several ways. He is the scapegoat for the
disruption, although rationally we know he isn‟t to blame: it is his employers and the road
engineers who decide on where to put the cones. Further, the visual treatment is rather comical –
he is almost caressing the cone and could be partnering the cone in a dance, but on the other
hand, he is almost dwarfed by its size. Although the words attributed to him suggest that he
thinks he can get one over on us (the readers), the resolution is that we get one over on him
because we know that he is not really in control of the cones. We may indeed be tempted to
laugh at him, because of the comic visual aspects (Bayley, personal communication, 2006).
Evans et al. (2007) suggest that the advertisement may point to class antagonism – of the
road worker towards middle class car drivers. However, Bayley‟s comment in the preceding
paragraph suggests that the other aspect of class antagonism is built into the very narrative of
the advertisement, in that the middle class reader/car driver has the „last laugh‟. Thus, a
consideration of the figure‟s masculinity is incomplete without an appreciation of his social
class position. This confirms the arguments above that the gender aspects of social difference
must be understood in connection with other aspects of identity.
The advertisement in our corpus with the most overt links with gender is the Givenchy
„Pi‟ advertisement – unsurprisingly, since it is for a men‟s perfume, and perfume is one
commodity that plays a large role in expressing, and creating, gender difference (Figure 3).
This version of the advertisement was picked up on the company‟s website in 2002, part
of a campaign that has attracted much attention from serious newspapers (e.g. MIT‟s campus
newspaper) and from bloggers on the internet; since that time, the product has been re-launched
with different colours and packaging, but with the same name.
Evans et al. (2007) note the „sensuality‟ and sexiness of the pictures and the text, which
aim to reinforce the association of positive (masculine) qualities with the perfume, for example
by the references in the text to „man…‟, „men…‟. The mathematical object, π, we are told,
„evokes infinity‟; this is associated with the product's „pioneering spirit‟ and „adventurous
imagination‟. As for mathematicians, „men‟ are claimed to be „still in pursuit of the end of its
innumerable string of decimals‟: this allows the text to assert the product‟s qualities of „internal
force‟, „unruffled calm‟, strength and energy.
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Figure 2. Peugeot advertisement (Guardian, August 1999)
Thus this advertisement not only picks up on gender stereotypes in the wider society, but it also
reinforces and extends the association of masculinity with mathematics (see also Mendick,
2006), and with all sorts of other supposedly „desirable‟ qualities.
We have thus sketched how the analysis of gender and (reproduction of) social
differences using the corpus of advertisements can benefit from both „quantitative‟ and
„qualitative‟ methods. In terms of social justice, this analysis appears to relate mainly to the
recognition aspects, since what seems to be most at stake are the images of gender, and other
social differences. However, we might ask how the portrayal of mathematics, and of the social
divisions in relation to mathematics, affects the attraction to, or avoidance of, mathematics for
individuals and diverse social groups – and hence the unequal distribution of types of
mathematical knowledge, and satisfactory performance in school and college mathematics. Our
discussion above gives an indication of ways to do further research into relations between
different types of newspapers, notably those with different readerships, mathematics
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advertisements, and gender and other social differences – based on a larger sample that would
allow one to extend quantitatively the picture shown in Tables 3, 4, and 5.

π: BEYOND INFINITY
Deep in the nature of man is the will to go further than any man has ever been before.
The quest is symbolised by the Greek letter π, which evokes infinity. Men are still in
pursuit of the end of its innumerable string of decimals….A perfume which is
synonymous with the pioneering spirit, π celebrates internal force and an adventurous
imagination: energy and sensuality, unruffled calm and strength.

Figure 3. Givenchy advertisement (Givenchy, 2002)
More specifically, greater attention has to be paid to the apparent absence of
advertisements in which mathematics figures in the popular press. For it might be that
mathematics as a body of knowledge is being „silenced‟ in this popular cultural domain, rather
than being considered as a resource for public discussion for the average person. This in turn
would have clear implications for the learning of mathematics and would raise the question of
who can be recognised as a learner of mathematics. Positioning the subject outside the field of
mathematical knowledge in discourses of the public domain, in this case advertising, constitutes
an exclusion that might reverberate in some way in the positioning within formal educational
discourses. And, for example, we can see here that drawing on such discourses, as the current
pedagogy and policies recommend and encourage teachers to do, is not something that
automatically benefits all students. At the same time, this would raise questions as to whether
companies should be allowed to use the cultural heritage of mathematics in ways that are likely
to clash with the work of teachers aiming to make comprehensible the ideas and methods of
mathematicians or other scientists.
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6. Extending the analysis of social justice to further aspects
So far we have developed a dual aspect of social justice or equality. Writers within the field of
sociology of education have considered, in addition to 'distribution' and 'recognition', a third
facet of social justice. Lynch & Lodge (2002) focusing on 'equality' in schools, use the term
„representation‟ to refer to (equal or unequal) relations of power in decision making processes.
Cribb and Gewirtz (2003) in discussing different facets of social justice from a sociological
perspective on policy, call this third facet „associational justice‟. It „calls for a consideration of
the social and political context within which schooling takes place and of the possibilities of
building higher levels of participation within these contexts‟ (p. 26). Bernstein (2000) proposing
a model for examining and evaluating democracy in schools, suggests that „there is likely to be
an unequal distribution of images, knowledges, possibilities and resources which will affect the
rights of participation, inclusion and individual enhancement of groups of students (p. xxii). In
particular „participation‟ which operates at the level of the political, is defined by Bernstein as
„the right to participate in the construction, maintenance and transformation of order‟ (p. xx).
The references above suggest that there is a lively and renewed interest within the various
strands of theory and research in the discipline of sociology of education on social justice.
Indeed, this discipline has also a long tradition of raising and elaborating on social justice
concerns. As an indication, it is worth reproducing here four sets of questions which, according
to Roger Dale, have been formative to the sociology of education in the course of its
development. These questions are:
 Who gets taught what, how, by whom, and under what circumstances, conditions,
contexts and resources?
 How, by whom and through what structures, institutions and processes are these matters
defined, governed, organised and managed?
 What is the relationship of education as a social institution to other social institutions of
the state, economy and civil society?7
 In whose interests are these things determined and what are their social and individual
consequences? (Dale, 2001, p. 27)
It can be seen that, while the first point relates immediately to distributional issues, the last three
raise issues concerning politics and power. These are not completely covered by the
distributional and recognition aspects of social justice, so to be adequately conceptualised they
require a third dimension of analysis.
Thus the third aspect of social justice or equality, in its most general formulation,
concerns power as the 'representation of interests':
 power relations at macro-levels of state and related institutions
 micro-level power relations between teachers and students (or 'age-related status')
 Meso-level power relations.
This last refers to the way pedagogical discourses (including quasi-pedagogical ones such as
media „texts‟ and advertisements) are constructed, and the way institutional practices are
organised so as to include or to exclude individuals (and social groups) from legitimately and
effectively participating within the terms of the discourse.
Overall, „representation‟ is less developed as a concern within educational research than
redistribution and recognition. And, within this facet of social justice, the macro- and microlevels are better researched.
In our own research project on mathematics in advertising we are seeking to approach the
representation facet of social justice by asking questions about the construction /
recontextualisation (Bernstein, 2000) of discourse and the space it allows for individuals to
participate and actively engage with it. In particular we explore how substantial mathematical

7

Here we would add: relations of the educational institutions to the media and popular culture.
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topics such as „equations‟ are recontextualised in advertising practices; attending in particular to
the way the design of such texts position the „pedagogical‟ subject.
An example comes from our new sample of advertisements, from the Jordans „3 in one‟
breakfast cereal advertisement (April, 2007). The Jordan‟s „3 in one‟ breakfast cereal
advertisement contains large, colourful pictures of three „natural ingredients‟, and a picture of
the cereal box. The main part of the layout is arranged in the form of an equation, which „adds‟
(the pictures of) the three ingredients to „equal‟ the cereal box.

Figure 4. Advertisement for Jordan‟s „3 in one‟ (Observer, 1 April 2007)
The three ingredients are not named in the pictures, but the claimed effect (e.g. „Taste‟, for the
apples and raisins) is shown above the picture (and ingredient and effect are linked in the text).
The natural quality of the „wholesome‟ ingredients is emphasised in the largest prints of the
verbal text, with „nothing artificial added‟ in the main text, and with a „Back to nature‟ slogan,
placed next to the brand‟s name.
The main equation covering the space of the advertisement looks simplistic and childish,
perhaps evoking the experience with arithmetic as remembered from early learning classrooms.
In the picture of the cereal box, the equation is repeated, this time equated to a bowl full of
cereal, the content of which is summed up in a curious (mixed genre) statement made up by the
combination of a number (3) circling the words „in one‟. The pattern created by the repetition of
the equation, each time with a little more information added on, gives the advertisement a
rhythm which totally directs its reading: everything adds up (with a little help from other
signifiers in the verbal text, such as „plus‟ and „sums up‟) to a full breakfast, and everything
leads you to Jordan‟s new „3 in One‟ cereal product.
In terms of its mathematical content, then, this equation pretty much dispenses with
mathematical symbols altogether. The three little piles of ingredients cannot really be added
mathematically, though measurable qualities of them (e.g. weight) might be. Thus they could
not „equal‟ the product in the box. The ingredients might be mixed together physically, but, in
order to „equal‟ the product in the box, (industrial or other) transformation of some of the
ingredients would be required (the oats and other grains of course have already been
transformed for the pictures). This shows something of the operation of the Referent System
„Nature/Natural‟, which is ideologically related to the Referent Systems of „Science‟ and
„Mathematics‟: Culture, through Science, transforms Nature – and we are left only with „the
Natural‟ (Williamson, 1978).
If we scrutinise the advertisements presented above with the systematic tools of analysis
presented by Bernstein (1990), we can see how the Jordans „3 in one‟ advertisement has been
designed. In terms of its classification, we note that boundaries between the mathematical ideas
expressed in the idea of the equation and the everyday knowledges about eating healthy
breakfasts are blurred; similarly, the language is a mixture of words and mathematical symbols;
therefore, there is a weak classification of specialised and everyday language. Turning to
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framing, the degree of control that an implied author and a reader – as constructed in the text –
have over the communicative process, we could argue that very little control is left to the
addressee: the options left to the implied reader are reduced by repeated equations all leading to
the box enclosing the product.
We are suggesting that mathematics topics as recontextualised in advertising practices
may constitute crucial texts for exploring the third facet of social justice. In particular they
invite us to examine the power and control relationships in (quasi-)pedagogical communication
settings; therefore to analyse the potential for individual‟s participation and engagement in
spheres of knowledge; that is to say in a symbolic world through which social order is
maintained, reproduced or challenged.
From a methodological point of view, the research we have carried out thus far on the
advertisements is mainly qualitative, semiotic analysis of text. However there is no necessary
reason why such work cannot be conducted using a quantitative methodology. Indeed the work
of Koulaidis and colleagues in science education is a case in point (Dimopoulos, Koulaidis,
Sklaveniti, 2003). They have studied both textbooks and unofficial pedagogical sites such as
science reports in the press and artefacts in museums; and they were able to assess
quantitatively the extent to which such texts construct students as active participants in science
learning. Such findings in quantitative form clearly can contribute to a wide-ranging analysis of
the meanings and effectivity of such texts, including the advertisements that we study.
Indeed, in the case of our mathematics advertisement project, it was in terms of
quantification of number of advertisements, location, and kind of readership that absences were
identified. And it is this observation that has provided certain methodological insights
concerning further sampling strategies. Thus we argue here that, just as it is difficult to separate
in practice each of the three analytical aspects of social justice, so it is difficult to separate
strictly in practice between „quantitative‟ from „qualitative‟ work. As shown in this article, a
crucial basis for deciding the methodological strategy of a research project is the theoretical
conceptualisation of the problem.

7. Conclusions
In this paper we have argued that a perspective on social justice and equality is fundamental for
many important research topics in educational research today. It is also central to many policy
concerns. Our approach includes not only gender, but also social class and ethnicity, as crucial
dimensions of social justice.
We have argued that research into social justice and equality requires the use both of
quantitative and qualitative methods, as illustrated here. These may sometimes be used together
in one particular study (e.g. Evans, 2000 and our „mathematical advertisements‟ project,
discussed above), or sometimes woven together in a developing research programme (see
discussions above of Gillborn & Mirza (2000), or Arnot (2002)).
On a theoretical level, there is a complex inter-relation between the three facets of social
justice/equality which should be understood as interpenetrating. As Fraser (2000) shows, the
different aspects are inseparable for many groups. And in this paper we have shown the
importance of working with a multi-faceted notion of social justice in researching mathematics
education8 – a conception which can guide researchers as to which methodologies are
appropriate to use.
Thus we want to emphasise again that theoretical analysis is crucial in underpinning
empirical work of a qualitative or a quantitative kind, or their combination and that sociological
research programmes provide an essential basis for this research. Although there are different
8

Following Lynch & Lodge (2002), we might also explore whether the emotional biography of an
individual is a further facet of the notion of social justice, and we should explore its implications for the
current research agenda of mathematics education.
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theoretical perspectives within the former, a theory that would combine some of the criteria
underlined in the extract below is a necessary guide to research.
Theory [ …] offers a language for challenge, and modes of thought other than those articulated for
us by dominant others. It provides a language of rigour and irony rather than contingency. The
purpose of such theory is to de-familiarize present practices and categories, to make them seem
less self-evident and necessary, and to open up spaces for the invention of new forms of
experience… (Ball, 1998)
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Abstract
Mainstreaming as a strategy for equality has been widely adopted by the international
community. Mainstreaming of adult mathematics education entails that gender, ethnicity, social
class and other difference defining categories are included consciously and explicitly in all
activities. A growing body of research explore how pluralism and multiculturalism in
mathematics education affect mathematical understanding, attitudes and participation. Gender
mainstreaming investigates how cultural and economic factors influence the formation of
female and male differences in these areas. In adult mathematics education curriculum, context,
instruction and values have a gender dimension that should be acknowledged in teaching,
planning and research. Likewise gender should be taken into account in statistics and surveys on
adult numeracy. To mainstream successfully means to gather knowledge, analyse processes and
suggest changes where necessary. Actual gender mainstreaming of adult mathematics education
is not on the agenda anywhere today, but current knowledge on mathematics education points to
a number of research questions and to knowledge gaps that have to be filled. Gender
mainstreaming is but one aspect of the general mainstreaming strategy that encompasses other
difference defining categories; hence research on adults learning mathematics must cut across
borders of gender, ethnicity, age and social class. Creating a new and more adequate frame of
analysis is a challenge to research in adult mathematics education.
Gender mainstreaming is a principle that means bringing gender thinking into the main stream –
into all decision making and organizational (…) work. Many have used the image of gender
equality as something that flows in its own tributary. Through gender mainstreaming, equal
opportunities are brought into the main stream – i.e. the ordinary organizational and political
efforts. (Resolution on equal opportunities. The Danish Trade Union Movement 2003)

Key words: gender, policy, research, work, affect, mainstreaming

1. Mainstreaming as a strategy for equality1
Mainstreaming as a strategy for equality has been on the international agenda since the UN
conference on women in Beijing, 1995. In the same year the European Council set up Group of
Specialists on Mainstreaming that developed a much-cited definition of mainstreaming:
Mainstreaming is the reorganisation, improvement, development, implementation and evaluation
of policy processes that incorporate an equal opportunities perspective into all policies at all levels
and phases by the parties that are normally involved in policy-making.” (Group of specialists,
1998).

1

This article is based on a lecture given in Topic Study Group 6, Adult and lifelong mathematics
education, at the 10th International Congress on Mathematics Education (ICEM10), Copenhagen, 2004.
(See www.icme10.dk.)
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2. Gender mainstreaming
The general mainstreaming strategy aims at removing inequalities due to gender, race, age
social class etc. and gender mainstreaming is but one aspect of this strategy. It is however the
area with far the most ongoing activities.
The member countries in the European Union (EU) are committed to eliminate
inequalities and promote equality between women and men (Amsterdam Treaty article 2 and 3).
The EU has adopted a dual approach to achieve this goal: combining gender mainstreaming
with specific measures targeted at the under-privileged. Gender mainstreaming is here defined
as the integration of the gender perspective into every stage of policy processes – design,
implementation, monitoring and evaluation – with the aim of promoting equality between
women and men. A legal framework for mainstreaming is set out in Shaw (2005). The Danish
Trade Union Movement states this in the following way in a resolution on equal opportunities
adopted at the 35th Congress in 2003:
To mainstream is to accept a new political point of departure that recognises that what we have so
far considered to be the standard – or the usual approach - is not necessarily gender neutral.
Mainstreaming is not an objective in itself, but a strategy to bring us closer to the objective of
obtaining actual gender equality. You could say that mainstreaming, as a strategy, focuses on the
need to challenge the status quo (LO, 2003, p. 2).

Politics is a field for ongoing discursive struggles, where a given phenomenon is ascribed
meaning in a specific way and part of the transformative potential in mainstreaming is
embedded in the discursive practise (Squires, 2005). Inequality tends to be given a peripheral
position on the political agenda, and from this perspective mainstreaming can be seen as a
conscious effort to include the periphery in the „mainstream‟. The gender mainstreaming
strategy was formulated in general terms, thus creating an „empty‟, yet broadly applicable and
acceptable strategy for eliminating multiple kinds of gender gaps. The paradox of
mainstreaming is that the strategy will relinquish gender equality as an end in itself as it enters
into the mainstream of any organisation that works with different primary goals. Thus it is the
abandonment of equality as the main objective that creates a unique opportunity for introducing
equality strategies into organisations that would not take in a „traditional‟ gender equality
strategy (Brade, Hansen & Lyshøj, 2007).
3. Gender mainstreaming of adult mathematics education
In gender mainstreaming one has to look at adult‟s mathematics education from the perspective
of gender, and consider the many ways in which gender affect mathematical understanding,
attitudes and participation. To mainstream one has to take into account how cultural, economic
and other background factors influence the formation of female and male differences and create
a new awareness and acceptance of differences in relation to gender, culture, economy, and
background. Teaching or research on, and planning of adult education in mathematics are areas
where the equality aspect should be integrated. This work is yet in its infancy. The international
literature on gender and mathematics learning points, however, to a number of questions and
problems that must be expected to be part of a mainstreaming process in adults learning
mathematics. For an overview on gender and mathematics learning, see e.g., Fennema (1995)
and Hanna (1996). With regard to mainstreaming of education Leo-Rhynie (2000) writing for
the Commonwealth Secretariat provides inspiration. FitzSimons (1997) gives an overview of
gender issues in adult and vocational mathematics education. For a Scandinavian perspective
see Wedege (2007).
Although actual gender mainstreaming of adult mathematics education has to be specific,
it is possible to pose some general research questions and point to knowledge gaps that have to
be filled before we can develop a gender sensitive adult mathematics education. The aim of this
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paper is to point to some intrinsic questions in mathematics education and to gender gaps and
gender blindness in surveys and planning that are relevant in a gender mainstreaming
framework.
4. Content, context and instruction
In mathematics education curriculum, context and instruction have gender content and many
aspects of the structure and culture of mathematics teaching inadvertently work against efforts
to increase successful participation for females and/or males in adult mathematics education.
We have only limited research on women and men‟s priorities in adult mathematics education,
although the highly gender segregated labour market can be expected to make different areas of
mathematics relevant for men and women. This point to the need for a gender balanced
composition of curriculum, teaching materials and examples on all levels of mathematics
teaching. Research on mathematics education points to educational style (e.g., work in groups
compared to classroom instruction) to be gender sensitive (Forgasz & Leder, 1996). The same is
true of assessment, where girls/women are found to prefer problems with a people/nature
content and where women seem to do better in internal/project oriented assessment compared to
traditional timed exams and benefit more from a teaching style stressing collaboration and openended problems. (Blithe & Clark, 1995; Gipps & Murphy, 1994; Murphy. & Gipps, 1996). Also
the gender dimension must be analysed in connection with the introduction of information
technology. Men and women are found to have different approaches in this field where men
tend to favour a more experimental approach (learning by doing), while more women prefer a
systematic approach (e.g., Noss & Hoyles, 1996). In all these areas gender impact assessment is
obviously called for both on a national and an international level.
5. Gender, values and hierarchies
Hierarchy is one of the powerful exclusionary mechanisms in research. Mathematics has a well
defined but implicit internal hierarchy with pure mathematics on top and applied disciplines at
the bottom. A parallel hierarchy exists between learning styles in academic and advanced
mathematics placing a ‘social’ approach above ‘instrumental’ learning (see Mellin-Olsen, 1987
for definitions). The hierarchy is found in curriculum discussions, where it is pointed out that
the inclusion of ‘soft’ subject will cause the teaching to loose prestige (Cotton, 2002). On the
other hand applied mathematics learning often focuses exclusively on the instrumental
approach. These hierarchies interplay in many ways with men’s and women’s choices and
approaches to mathematics, where women always tend to end up on the lower rungs of the
ladder (Henningsen, 1993, 1998).
Mathematics is often considered value-free and intercultural. However, researchers like
Alan Bishop have brought the impact of culture on mathematics into focus through the
exposition of values and qualities in ‘Western mathematics’ (Bishop, 1988; Bishop, FitzSimons,
Seah & Clarkson, 1999). In the Values and Mathematics Project, Bishop, FitzSimons, Seah and
Clarkson have investigated values in mathematics teaching in order to make them explicit. Here
the values are defined as the ‘deep affective qualities which education fosters through the school
subject of mathematics’ (Bishop et al., 1999, p. 3). The affective dimension of students’
relationships with mathematics interacts with the cognitive and social dimensions and different
types of affective categories. Clearly gender will play a role in the construction of this affective
dimension for the individual student and possibly at a population level too. However, although a
limited amount of research in this area is available at present, one project (Adults learning
mathematics in school and everyday life, 2007), focuses on the social and affective conditions
of adults’ learning processes combining quantitative and qualitative studies
Ernest (1995) describes „Western mathematics‟ as characterised by what has been termed
„separated, stereotyped male values‟. How does this influence the learning of mathematics for
men and for women? Is a science of mathematics based on „female values‟, relationships,
connections, empathy, caring, feelings, and intuition possible? What would be the gender
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implications of such a change? And do the (stereotyped) male and female values actually
characterise men and women in 2007 across countries and classes or are other defining
categories at work in some instances?
Finally, Coben (2003) points out the influence of feminist epistemologies on mathematics
education and mathematics education research and discusses the interaction between gender and
the competing theories of mathematics and mathematics learning.
Although there is an extensive literature on mathematics and values gender
mainstreaming of adult mathematics education calls for a development of specific knowledge on
the impact of hierarchies and values on adults learning mathematics.
6. Myths and stereotypes
Research on mathematics in primary and secondary education has revealed striking stereotypes
about gender and mathematics (Skov, 2003); for a Swedish investigation see the GeMa-project
described in Brandell et al. (2007). Cordeau (1995) and Damarin (2000) note that in some
instances being too clever in mathematics has been a problem for girls. Wedege (1999)
discusses the habitus of a girl born in 1922 in a Danish provincial town where it was acceptable
for a girl not to know mathematics, and the literature points to geographical and temporal
variation in “mathematics as fit for girls”. We do not have a comparable body of evidence about
the myths and stereotypes harboured by adult learners, let alone the consequences of these for
the learning of mathematics by men and women. In a Danish context Hasse investigating
physics majors has pointed out how „the nerd‟ is a possible positive role for male students, but
not for female students (Hasse, 2002). Evans‟ (2004) studies of public images of
mathematicians might also yield some valuable insights on the gender dimensions of this
problem.
7. Mathematics represents the danger of failure to men
Mathematics anxiety is important in adults learning mathematics. In her path breaking research
Tobias (1978) studied female mathematics anxiety and this has been followed by a number of
studies (see Osborne et al., 1997). A deeper understanding of the dynamics in the construction
of gender in a field like mathematics might give additional insight in the gendering of
mathematics anxiety. One the one hand women might more readily admit anxiety and it might
even be identity confirming for a women to have difficulties with mathematic. Failure in
mathematics might on the other hand be more identity threatening for a man than for a woman,
since mathematics is considered a „male‟ field. Hence male mathematics anxiety might possibly
be more pervasive and more deep-rooted. For the gender of anxiety in a numeracy context see
Henningsen (2002). A number of studies could be interpreted or reinterpreted to point in that
direction. Below are some examples.
Cotton (2002) points out that mathematics education creates „communities of failure‟,
where boys are over-represented - not because more boys fail mathematics education but
because failing at mathematics matters more to boys. In a study of medical students in Norway
Annfelt (1995, pp. 20-21) reports that male students thought that inferior results in mathematics
in high school would impinge on their performance as doctors. None of the women had similar
concerns. The men saw qualifications in mathematics as a measure of their general ability, while
the women had no such notion. Evans (2000) studied mathematics performance for a group of
polytechnic students. The women did consistently worse than the men in test and relatively
more women had low entrance qualifications in mathematics. Could it be that bad grades or lack
of qualifications in mathematics are less of a deterrent to women than to men? To unravel this one
needs to take account of more than gender, with and analysis embedded in the broader context of
mathematical affect (including beliefs, maths aversion and emotion). Problems with mathematics

combined with a male belief that this could lead to failure in demanding jobs might help to
explain the tendency of men to be under-represented in general education. These observations
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all point to the possible understanding that mathematics represents the danger of failure for men
and an opportunity for success for women.
8. Gender in international educational surveys
A recurrent theme in work on gender mainstreaming is the paucity of gender segregated
statistics and gender blindness in design and analysis of investigations and surveys. Here adult
numeracy is no exception.
A number of recent international surveys reported in Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) publications (OECD 1995, 1997, 2000, 2005), have
focused on adult literacy and numeracy with the primary goal of assessing:
overall levels of proficiency as well as the distributions of adult literacy in each country
highlighting the complex ways in which these distributions vary across countries and according to
specific factors. (OECD, 1997)

Table 1: Gender as a possible confounder in analyses of benefits of literacy.*
Figure Comparison

Is gender
included?
No

2.2

Adult literacy and earnings

2.3

Earnings of native-born vs.
foreign-born population by
literacy levels

No

2.5

Net direct effect of education
and literacy on income
Labour force participation and
literacy performance.

Yes

Employment disadvantage of
low-skilled adults (working
hours)
Unemployment and literacy

No

2.10

Income and experience
controlling for education and
literacy skills

No

2.13
2.14

Literacy proficiency and crime
Literacy proficiency and
community participation

No
No

2.6

2.7

2.8

No

No

Description of possible confounding effect
of gender
Income is gender dependent even after
controlling for literacy skills.
Income is gender dependent. Possible
different effects for foreign-born and nativeborn women. Possible different gender
composition in native-born and foreign-born
populations
Controlling for gender and parental
occupation.
Women and men have different patterns of
both labour force participation and literacy
performance
Women and men work different hours and
have differing literacy proficiency.
Women in all groups tend to have higher
unemployment rates than men.
Income is gender dependent even after
controlling for education and literacy skills.
Dependency varying
between countries
Prison population predominantly male
Women generally more community oriented.

*Note: The table is based on Chapter 2 in OECD (1997) and is derived from all the comparisons (figures)
where the inclusion of gender could be relevant.

A recurrent finding in the literacy surveys is differences in literacy proficiency between men
and women: women score higher on prose literacy while men have higher scores on document
and quantitative literacy (numeracy). Hence any study of the interplay between numeracy and
societal factors should take gender (and other difference defining categories) into account to
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rule out effects and findings solely due to gender as a confounding factor2. Moreover the
inclusion of gender might lead to the discovery of major interesting differences in numeracy
between men and women. Hence gender sensitive data analysis is an important part of gender
mainstreaming but is unfortunately not the norm today. An example is given in Table 1. The
table is based on Chapter 2 (The benefits of literacy) in OECD (1997) and lists those
comparisons where the inclusion of gender could be relevant. Gender is, however, omitted in all
but one case. The text in last column indicates how gender could act as a possible confounder.
There is no doubt that valuable insights are being lost - even that totally false conclusions
are being drawn - because comparisons are not controlled for gender. The International Adult
Literacy Survey (IALS) data are rich enough to include gender differences in the sub-studies.
Hence, the omission of gender in the analyses is particularly unfortunate, representing either
deliberate or incidental gender blindness.
9. Equal access to adult education and training?
Lifelong education redefines the question of the distribution of resources for education. In a
global perspective women have less access to education than men. Most developed countries
have, however, free general education at the primary and secondary level. This is not the case
for adult education and training, where employers are by far the main external source of
financial support (Rubenson, 2001). There are large differences between countries in the ways
they plan and implement the teaching of mathematics for adults. Furthermore most countries
have a highly gender segregated labour market with many differences between the educational
careers of men and women. In a mainstreaming context this begs the questions “Do men and
women have equal access to relevant adult mathematics education?” and “Do they succeed in
education at the same rate?”

LEGEND:
AUS
BEL
CAN
CHL
CZE
DNK
FIN
HUN
IRL
NDR
NOR
NZL
POL
SLO
SVN
SWE
UK
USA

Australia
Belgium
Canada
Chile
Czech Republic
Denmark
Finland
Hungary
Ireland
Netherland
Norway
New Zeeland
Poland
Slovenia
Switzerland
Sweden
United Kingdom
USA

Figure 1. Percentage of employed women receiving employer financed adult education and training
compared to the corresponding proportion of men. (Figure is based on data from Table 3.14 in OECD,
2000)

Figure 1 is constructed from table 3.14 in OECD (2000). It compares the percentage of
employed men receiving employer financed adult education and training to the percentage of
women in the same situation. The overriding trend is that when numbers are corrected for the
size of the labour force, relatively more men than women have their training paid by the

„Confounding by‟ means that an effect of gender will disappear if the analysis is carried out separately
for men and women.
2
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employer, although we find differences between countries. The rate of employer paid adult
education varies considerably between countries. In some countries the proportion men and
women receiving employer financed adult education and training is about the same, while in
other countries men are greatly over represented. In an international perspective women and
men do not seem to have equal access to employer financed adult education and training.
In the report it is stated:
Even after controlling for full or part-time work, firm size and occupational category, workers in
Canada, Chile, the United Kingdom and the United States with the highest use of literacy skills at
work are still six to eight times more likely to receive support from their employers for education
and training than those who use workplace literacy skills the least. (OECD, 2000)

This is an interesting example of gender blindness. The data are controlled for full or part-time
work, firm size, use of workplace literacy skills and occupational category, but not for gender
although gender seem to have an independent influence on educational possibilities. Proper
mainstreaming would ensure that gender be included in such an analysis.
10. Concluding remarks
Gender mainstreaming is but one aspect of the general mainstreaming strategy that also
encompasses other difference defining categories, such as, social class, ethnicity, disadvantage.
Chassapis (2002) investigating the inclusion of social groups in mathematics education research
in the period 1971-2000, found that only 9.1% of entries took into account one or more of the
categories social class, gender, ethnicity, minority groups and disadvantaged groups - gender
being far the biggest with 6.2% of all entries. A glance on Coben‟s (2003) impressive review of
research and related literature on adult numeracy reveals that only 39 entries out of 730 include
gender. In a mainstreaming framework gender should be considered explicitly in all areas of
adult mathematics education to promote an equality oriented teaching of mathematics. But
gender and mathematics education cannot be studied in isolation. In the learning of
mathematics, gender interacts with other difference defining categories, combining into new
hybrid categories. This „intersectionality‟ must be acknowledged in all its complexity. Research
on mathematics learning must cut across borders of gender, ethnicity, age and social class to
create new and more adequate frames of analysis.
11. Opportunities and challenges
I would have liked to be able to present a somewhat broader discussion of mainstreaming in
mathematics education containing some more concrete consequences of the concept, but the
area is too new and not enough research has been done yet. My hope is that this paper will
induce more people to do work in this field. Mainstreaming as a strategy challenges the status
quo in adult mathematics education, and could be expected to lead to a revision of research and
a major rethinking of curriculum, teaching material and assessment procedures. It offers, on the
other hand, a promise of new insights through a gender lens and a more inclusive mathematics
education.
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Abstract
"Connected teaching" is a feminist theory first proposed by Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger and
Tarule (1996, p. 214) then related to the teaching of mathematics by Becker (1995, 1996),
Buerk (1994b) and Morrow (1996). The theory of intellectual development elaborated by
Belenky and her colleagues uncovered themes common to many women's lives, for example,
those related to "silencing", "disempowerment" and "lack of voice" (Goldberger, 1996a, p. 7).
Such experiences are common amongst adults who fear and avoid mathematics, both men and
women. It therefore seems appropriate that this theory informs my teaching practice with such
adults. This paper reports on a six-month supervised study course in mathematics taken by
Charles, a 33-year-old businessman, who had a debilitating fear of mathematics. Connected
teaching emphasizes “seeing the other, the student, in the student‟s own terms”, hence “trusting
their thinking and encouraging them to expand it” (Belenky et al., 1986, p. 227). So Charles and
I “shared in the process” of mathematical problem solving (Becker, 1995 p. 168). Opportunities
were also created for him to "weave together multiple aspects" of his life (Morrow & Morrow,
1995, p. 18), another goal of connected teaching. Overall there was a very successful outcome
for Charles. After this course of study was completed he believed that mathematics was creative
and that it involved a search for patterns. He expressed a distinctly more positive belief in
himself as a learner of mathematics, more enjoyment of mathematics and, as he said, "general
confidence" when it came to using mathematics in his workplace. This case study strongly
suggests that connected strategies in teaching mathematics, a pedagogy which enhances
women‟s mathematical competence and confidence (Kalinowski & Buerk, 1995), can also
improve the mathematical competence and confidence of men.
Key words: adult education; mathematics instruction; affect; beliefs; gender; epistemology.

1. Introduction
Connected teaching enabled one student to progress from viewing mathematics as "the most
disgusting, unappealing building" to one "with form, balance and symmetry". The supervised
study course undertaken by an intellectually able 33 year-old man, Charles, who feared and
avoided mathematics is the focus of this paper.
Charles was referred to me by the Head of the Department of Mathematics as I had years
of experience teaching students who had had a „rocky road‟ in mathematics. Charles‟
mathematical ability was "atrocious”, he said. He had failed School Certificate Mathematics, a
national examination at age 15 years, and all other mathematics examinations. Mathematics was
hard for him even in Primary School. Now he felt that he was at a turning point in his career. It
felt like “running a race with one leg”, he said. He worked in business management in the city
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and was a share broker before that. He agreed to be taught by me as part of my larger research
project and was willing for our classes to be audiotaped.
During discussions in the first few classes Charles made it clear that his decision to seek
help to try removing the block he had to mathematics was extremely important to him. He felt
that his early mathematical experiences had damaged his self-esteem. This course was a means
to achieve future change (Coben, O'Donoghue, & FitzSimons, 2000), a common theme among
adults learning mathematics. He talked about the lack of choice of career options because his
maths was “abysmally weak” and he continued:
In order to make a valid career choice I have to either say „OK, it is, for want of a better
description, that horrible black hole, or it's not‟. … I have to find out whether there is a choice
because, if there‟s not a choice, OK, I do have other skills which are quite strong and are
undeveloped. Can you see the importance of this? I mean it's actually quite a big life decision.

Later, that same class, he said “Barbara, you do understand the significance of what I‟m doing?
I don‟t mean to labour it but it is really significant”. I acknowledged this and also emphasized
that it would take a lot of effort on his part and that I would expect him to devote time to study
outside of class time. He said: “I‟m fully prepared. I wouldn‟t take on anything else for the year
if I‟m doing this. I‟ll just study.” It is known that for many adult students a major life change,
transition, or developmental task is probably involved in the decision to return to study (Smith,
1990). During the third class Charles again emphasized the importance of this course to him and
said:
I‟m making a major career decision - you‟re understanding more now I think. … I just want to
obtain an average level of mathematical ability which will make me feel better about myself,
which will enable me to progress, I believe, on the business side.

He had a high level of motivation which I utilized. He became a full partner in the process of
improving his mathematical confidence and competence. In connected teaching an important
goal is that “the teacher and students engage in the process of thinking and discovering
mathematics together” (Becker, 1995, p. 168). He experienced this process immediately because
the first topic taught was a shared experience, an investigation of multiplication that involved us
working together with hands-on material. A fuller discussion of the background to the theory of
connected teaching of mathematics follows.

2. Literature
There are many theories of adult development and many view adult development as a series of
stages or phases that adults go through, for example, stages of moral development, ego
development, intellectual and ethical development (Merriam & Brockett, 1997). Criticisms of
some theories of adult development are that they largely describe white, middle-class and male
perspectives. Indeed, Gilligan‟s (1982) work has been influential in showing there are variations
in the personality and moral development of women and men. Research by Belenky, Clinchy,
Goldberger and Tarule (1986), based on Gilligan‟s work, suggests that women's ways of
knowing also differ in some fundamental ways from how men know. They proposed a theory of
intellectual development with five stages of knowing. In the first stage, “silent knowing”, the
learner‟s “survival depends on blind obedience” and the learner has a “sense of feeling dumb
and stupid” (Brew, 2001, p. 99). The “received knowing” stage depends on knowledge being
transmitted, authorities “hand down the truth (so) knowledge is dependent upon an external
source” (Becker, 1995, p. 166). In the “subjective” perspective of knowing there is an awareness
of an “inner resource for knowing and valuing” so that it is no longer only the authority who
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knows (Erchick, 1996, p. 113). Systematic reasoning is a feature of the next stage of knowing
(namely, “procedural”1 knowing). It is here that “knowers become critical of their own thinking,
they begin reflective thought” (Erchick, 1996, p. 115). They fluctuate between speaking in
“either the separated/knowledge voice or the connected/understanding voice” (Erchick, 1996,
p. 117) and this is gender-related, that is, women favour connected knowing as the way in which
they come to know. The last stage is constructed knowledge, in which the knower “views
themselves as creators of knowledge and they value both objective and subjective learning
strategies” (Merriam & Brockett, 1997, p. 145).
While essentialist issues have been raised regarding Belenky et al.‟s (1986) theory, (e.g.,
Hare-Mustin & Maracek (1989) and Lewis (1989), both cited in Goldberger, Tarule, Clinchy &
Belenky (1996)), Goldberger explicitly rejected this accusation, stating that she and her
associates had not claimed any essential differences between women and men. Rather,
Goldberger (1996b) believes that their interviews uncovered salient themes, missing or deemphasised in Perry‟s earlier theory; themes that “related to the experience of silencing and
disempowerment, lack of voice, the importance of personal experience in knowing, connected
strategies in knowing, and resistance to disimpassioned knowing”. A second criticism levelled
at their thinking was that it did not pay sufficient attention to race and culture. For example,
Schweickart rejects silence as a passive position, drawing attention to the need for listening as
an active position in communication. In her culture, “among Filipinos, silence attends to
wisdom” (Schweickart, 1996, p. 306). Goldberger and her colleagues (1996) accepted these
criticisms, recognizing that the value assigned by people to the positions of silence and received
knowing varied with their importance to the listener.
How is the theory developed by Belenky and her associates relevant to the study of adults
who avoid mathematics? As Goldberger (1996b, p. 7) noted, their theory uncovered themes
common to many women‟s lives, in particular, those related to “silencing”, “disempowerment”
and “lack of voice”. These experiences are also common amongst both men and women who
fear and avoid mathematics (Taylor & Shea, 1996; Zaslavsky, 1994). Hence some of the
perspectives, or ways of knowing, in Belenky et al‟s (1986) theory of intellectual development
are evident amongst such students of mathematics (Boaler & Greeno, 2000; Brew, 2001;
Erchick, 1996; Koch, 1996). Brew (2001, p. 97) believes the silent perspective is “particularly
pertinent for women returning to study mathematics due to the anxiety many have with the
learning of mathematics as a consequence of poor experiences at school”.
Drawing on their theoretical study of women‟s development and ways of knowing,
Belenky and her associates (1986) developed the theory of connected teaching, which Renne
(2001, p. 166) succinctly describes as a “shared conversation in which the teacher and students
collaborate to jointly construct new understanding”. Furthermore, this teaching theory has been
related to the teaching of mathematics by several researchers (Becker, 1995; Buerk, 1994a;
Morrow, 1996; Morrow & Morrow, 1995). Their resulting theory of „connected teaching in
mathematics‟ informs my teaching approach with adults who fear and avoid mathematics.
Morrow and Morrow (1995, p. 19) discuss the aims of connected teaching in mathematics as
student‟s “confirmation of self in the learning community”, “learning in the believing mode of
communication and questioning”, “taking on challenges with support”, “gaining a sense of their
own voice in mathematics” and “becoming excited about possibilities of posing their own
problems and inventing new knowledge”. These are all important goals in my teaching practice.
Jacobs and Becker (1997, p. 114) suggest that connected teaching will help students who have
not previously been successful in mathematics. They describe connected teaching as
The terminology can be confusing at this point as the meaning of the term „procedural‟ in this
context is rather different from the meaning attached to the same term in mathematics learning.
Procedural knowing is about systematic reasoning but procedural learning in mathematics is about
rule following.
1
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teaching (which) promotes learning by allowing students to use their strengths and experiences to
pursue knowledge, providing a supportive atmosphere in which students can direct their own
learning, and allowing for a variety of approaches for doing mathematics. A broader view of
mathematics as a discipline also makes it more inclusive. With increased emphasis on intuitive
understanding and visual proofs, more students will become engaged in doing mathematics.

This theoretical „lens‟ will mainly be used to interpret the results of the analysis of Charles‟
data. Much of the theory is explained later in this paper, when the results of the data analysis are
presented. Results will sometimes also be interpreted through the literature on adult learning,
adults learning mathematics and gender-equitable pedagogy in mathematics. Dorothy Buerk
employed connected teaching strategies with maths-avoidant undergraduate women and showed
the many ways this pedagogy increased women‟s interest and confidence in mathematics and
facilitated their development as mathematical thinkers. She concluded that her students‟
“remarkable progress suggests the power of connected teaching to enhance women‟s
competence in mathematics” (Kalinowski & Buerk, 1995, p. 16). Jacobs and Becker (1997)
suggest that “by listening to women's voices and using feminist pedagogies teachers can
facilitate all students‟ mathematical growth”. My paper addresses this issue. Does this pedagogy
also enhance men‟s development as mathematical thinkers, as Jacobs and Becker suggest, and
increase men‟s interest and confidence in mathematics?
I chose to focus on affective change in the student. FitzSimons and Godden (2000, p. 17),
in their survey of research on adults learning mathematics, state “clearly the affective domain is
a critical influence on adult learners and their background experiences have helped to construct
their attitudes and beliefs”. McLeod (1994) asserts that research on student beliefs has made a
substantial contribution to understanding the difficulties they have in solving non-routine
problems and Schoenfeld (1989) exemplifies this by showing that problem solving performance
can be undermined by beliefs. McLeod‟s (1994) analysis of the affective domain to include
aspects of beliefs, attitudes and emotions is still a basis of much affective research today (Evans,
Hannula, Philippou, & Zan, 2004). A recent framework of student‟s mathematical beliefs,
developed by Op‟t Eynde, de Corte and Verschaffel (2002, p. 28), gives three categories of
beliefs:
 “beliefs about mathematics education which include beliefs about mathematics as a subject,
beliefs about mathematical learning and problem solving and beliefs about mathematics
teaching in general;
 beliefs about the self which includes self-efficacy beliefs, control beliefs, task-value beliefs,
and goal-oriented beliefs;
 beliefs about social context, which include beliefs about social norms in their own class (the
role and functioning of the teacher and the students) and beliefs about socio-mathematical
norms in their own class.”
McLeod and McLeod (2002, p. 120) believe that this model is a “useful foundation” for future
research. Beliefs about mathematical learning and mathematics as a subject will be addressed in
this paper, as well as beliefs about the self as a learner of mathematics.
The commonly held belief that “mathematics is procedural rather than conceptual is so
implicit that students do not even realize it as a belief – to them, that is mathematics”, according
to Oaks (1988, cited in Gourgey, 1992). Buerk (1994, cited in Jackson, 1995, p. 5) reinforces
this statement, believing that one of the major problems for maths-avoidant adults is “their
perception of mathematics as something that's rote, something in which they have to shut off
their own thinking and try to reproduce somebody else‟s thinking, without it having to make
sense to them”. An Australian study (Crawford, Gordon, Nicholas, & Prosser, 1994), seeking to
identify conceptions of mathematics held by students beginning to study mathematics at
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university, also found that the majority viewed mathematics as a necessary set of rules and
procedures to be learnt by rote.

3. Methodology
In investigating the effectiveness of the connected teaching approach in a course developed for
an adult learning mathematics I used a case study approach. A case study is defined by Leedy,
Newby and Ertmer (1997, p. 157) as an “in depth study of a phenomenon” in “its natural
context” which usually “includes the point of view of the participants”. Romberg (1992, p. 57)
suggests that, in a case study, the researcher is “writing a natural history of a particular
situation”, collecting detailed information by using a variety of data collection procedures over a
reasonable length of time. The phenomenon explored in this research study was a particular
teaching approach in a supervised study course in mathematics for an individual.
In this paper I am presenting the analysis of the qualitative data which was gathered as
part of a larger study (Miller-Reilly, 2006). All teaching sessions with Charles were audiotaped
and some questionnaires containing open questions were completed. Metaphors about
mathematics were gathered using the Mathematics Metaphor Questionnaire (Buerk, 1996;
Gibson, 1994). I used this technique initially to acknowledge, as a teacher, the student‟s fear of
mathematics (Section 4.3). Then, as a researcher, metaphors were gathered to monitor changes
in his beliefs about mathematics and beliefs about himself as a learner of mathematics (Section
6). Theoretical discussion about this projective technique appears in Section 4.3 and Section 6.
Some details of his mathematical experiences up until the present were gathered using a
Mathematical Autobiography Questionnaire (University of Central Queensland, 1992).
The sections of the paper which follow cover important aspects of the pedagogy, the
mathematics covered and the results.
Firstly, a supportive atmosphere is particularly necessary in connected teaching because
the student is encouraged to “take reasonable risks and be able to make mistakes” to, as Morrow
and Morrow (1995, p. 20) describe, “gain a sense of their own voice in mathematics”. Section 4
describes the procedures I followed over the first few classes in order to acknowledge Charles‟
negative experiences, feelings and reactions to mathematics. We spent a significant proportion
of the time talking about his previous mathematical experiences and, while I initiated some
discussion, more often Charles wanted to talk about his experiences and resulting feelings
(Section 4.2). He also wrote his mathematics autobiography. I believe it was important to listen
and accept, without blame, his views about the impact of these experiences on his life. Charles'
fear of mathematics and his conceptions of mathematics were creatively and effectively
captured using metaphors (Section 4.3). By using metaphors he also became much more aware
of my concern for him as a learner (Gibson, 1994) and my empathy and regard for him.
Interspersed with these strategies I used to develop a supportive atmosphere, I began
teaching some mathematics during our first class, being very careful, as Charles seemed so
fearful of mathematics. I chose a visual, geometric, investigation of multiplication. In connected
teaching the teacher emphasizes visual representation to develop first hand experience (Morrow,
1996). My aim was for Charles, as Morrow and Morrow (1995) describe, to gain a sense of his
own voice in mathematics. A sense of working together and sharing ideas develops, an
important teaching goal. Adults usually find this activity different to their expectations of a
mathematics class, they discover number patterns, and are excited to have learned some
mathematics.
In addition, the context of this mathematics course was very important. In Section 5.1
I describe how Charles was the context of this course, in particular, his culture and his
mathematical knowledge, experience and needs. By providing appropriate mathematical
challenges, I allowed Charles to take the risks necessary to develop his mathematical thinking
(Section 5.2). With support and encouragement from me, Charles could cope with struggling for
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understanding, because questions could be posed and potential answers explored together. I
regularly requested Charles to clarify his ideas because I believed in him and valued his
experience and thinking. Section 5.3 contains a brief description of the mathematical topics
covered in this six-month course.
Finally, Section 6 presents outcomes of this course, in particular, affective changes in
Charles. I include parts of his statement listing key aspects of the course that he thought enabled
him to change. A comparison is made of his metaphors at the beginning and the end of the
course. There are clear changes in his attitudes towards mathematics and his conceptions of
mathematics. Section 7 discusses later contacts and developments with Charles and concludes
the paper. Charles‟ experience indicates that overcoming his debilitating fear of mathematics as
an adult has been a transition of major magnitude; an important life event (Parker, 1997).

4. Acknowledging Negative Experiences, Feelings and Reactions to Mathematics

4.1 Creating a Supportive Environment: Introduction
I believed it was necessary to take plenty of time during the first few classes to acknowledge
Charles‟ current feelings about mathematics and past experiences dealing with mathematics to
develop a rapport with him. This provided a “riskable” environment. Kellermeier (1996, p. 9)
describes this as a “nurturing, supportive environment where students are encouraged to express
themselves and find their own personal power and knowledge”. Charles acknowledged the
importance of such an environment by saying, in his analysis of the success of the six-month
course, that
Barbara approached my problem, which was very real, in a thoughtful, gentle and completely
encouraging manner. She was able to empathise with me and fully understand what had been an on
going and seemingly never ending horrible experience.

He said, several times in the first few weeks, that I was the first person who had understood
these feelings and experiences. His relief at being understood was palpable, which supported my
belief, similar to others (Becker, 1995; Buerk, 1982, 1985, 1996; Damarin, 1990; Morrow,
1996), that addressing affective issues early in (and during) any course of study is important. As
Damarin (1990, p. 149) states, “to fail to recognize a student‟s anxiety, uncertainty, and concern
about whether (they) are mathematically inferior is to deny an important part of the
mathematical reality of the student”.

4.2 Acknowledgement of Charles‟ mathematical experiences in school, family and
employment
To begin the process of acknowledgement of his experiences I asked him to write his
mathematics autobiography, a story of his mathematical experiences up to the present time. He
was happy to read it to me during our first class. A summary of some of Charles‟ background
experiences, gathered from his autobiography and our discussions, is in Table 1.
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Table 1: Charles‟ mathematics autobiography
AGE

Experiences

5-8 years

I remember numbers and not really understanding their conceptual role but being
reasonably comfortable with their practical value. I thought visually and hence numbers
were somewhat out of my realm of thought and interest. From this point I recognised that
I didn‟t understand maths and I certainly didn‟t enjoy failing. Teachers merely assumed I
wasn‟t applying myself, when in reality and on reflection I was disinterested and didn‟t
understand.
10 years
I was failing tests. I remember studying for a multiplication test early one morning,
memorising simply by repetition. I was starting to feel inadequate.
13 years
IQ test for streaming, no problems with English and comprehension, knew I was hopeless
at maths, and therefore ended up in a lower stream than that which really I should have
been in. On all other subjects I was bored because I could do them and I wasn't being
extended. I didn‟t realise that because I was poor at maths, though good at English, I'd
been held back - this affected my self-confidence.
15-17 years I was working to apply myself but I failed every maths exam throughout my
secondary school career* and nobody seemed to understand. I just didn‟t comprehend it.
Maths homework was a complete nightmare. Despite listening attentively and taking the
necessary notes, I could never apply the concepts to a different set of numbers. It was
totally frustrating! Despite assistance from Dad, I never really improved. Therefore my
association with and attitude towards maths was completely negative. Application was
not the issue, understanding was!
17 years
Shop work - dealing with money, a little scary to start with, but in reality extremely
simple and practical. I actually enjoyed overcoming this fear.
20 years
After the completion of my 1st degree, majoring in English literature, I was unable to
complete my 2nd degree (Commerce) because of the mathematical component.
21 years
I had to leave a fabulous job, share broking, trading and providing advice for clients on
equities, fixed interest. I was offered an opportunity to become a partner at 21, but I had
this total fear of maths and recall breaking out into a sweat at the prospect of undertaking
this work. I was surrounded by numbers, and I just thought, I can't do this, this is
ridiculous. But, in reality, they could see skills that were good for them in me, which I
can recognise now but ….
30-33 years Continuing fear of maths. There were experiences where I just completely freaked with
maths! How could I possibly use a computer under pressure? By listening, observing,
taking notes and being determined, I largely overcame this fear to become competent but
it took an unbelievable amount of energy. I can hardly explain it. I can never relax when
dealing with those things. I‟d review (any work) again and again -- complete insecurity in
my own ability. In general my analysis was correct however it took me forever to reach a
result.
Maths from a practical perspective, e.g., profit or loss, shares, etc, isn't a problem.
Conceptual maths is like an entirely bizarre language with which I have no rapport
whatsoever. Continued failure with maths is frustrating, hurtful and demeaning.
* The text emphasized in bold font in this table was underlined by Charles in his statement.

Charles was hurt and puzzled by his past experiences, assuming that he was to blame, that
he did not have the ability to learn mathematics, in common with many silent and received
knowers of mathematics (Belenky et al., 1986). Zaslavsky (1994) also discusses this issue, that
there are many factors in our society that may have led to a student‟s difficulties with
mathematics so that it is important that they do not blame themselves for their negative feelings
about mathematics. I was careful not to blame him.
Johnston (1995) writes about Marie, whose memories of her school mathematical
experiences at age 11 were similar to those of Charles, that of repeated shaming and
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humiliation. Taylor & Shea (1996, p. 60) mention the anger felt at "being robbed of
understanding" which led to Shea‟s avoidance of mathematics as an adult. Such avoidance of
mathematics by adults, particularly women, is well documented in the literature (Buerk, 1982,
1985, 1996; Fennema, 1995).
After Charles had finished reading aloud his autobiography during the first session, he said:
That's really true, it is just horrible. It's such a shame no-one … really understood. You‟re the first
person. The application I put into my maths at school, I put into my other subjects. I would come
first or second or third in these, and in maths I‟d still be failing.

I began teaching some mathematics during our first class. I carefully chose an activity which
gave Charles the chance to “construct his own knowledge by … reflecting upon patterns and …
relationships” (Zaslavsky, 1994, p. 181), a visual, geometric, investigation of multiplication
(Burns, 1987). This investigation allows for effective visualization of some patterns in the
counting numbers. It drew on his strength as a visual learner. He acknowledged he had learned
some mathematics, even after the first class, and had enjoyed this investigation. He felt very
good about that.
Alongside this acknowledgement of past mathematical experiences is the
acknowledgement of the strength of his feelings, his beliefs about the learning of mathematics
and his conceptions of mathematics.

4.3 Acknowledgment of Charles‟ feelings and beliefs about mathematics
For me maths is most like a hyena, a scavenger-predator, rearing its head when I least want it.
Always succeeding in removing my self-confidence and sense of self. It brings me down, holds me
back, confuses, and upsets me. I hate it.

Charles, May
Charles' feelings and beliefs about mathematics were discussed during the first few classes and
particularly when he completed the Mathematics Metaphor Questionnaire, a protocol developed
by Gibson (1994) and Buerk (1996), used regularly by them in a classroom setting. The quote
above is his answer to the last question; “which of your metaphors best describes what maths as
a subject is like for you”. He gave graphic, profoundly negative, responses to the questionnaire.
Table 2 lists some of the metaphors Charles used.
As Gibson (1994) and Buerk (1996) found with many other (adult) students, Charles‟
metaphors were about intense feelings of anger, despair and frustration, viewing mathematics as
something beyond his control. Learning mathematics had been a demoralizing experience and
he had felt manipulated by mathematics, an object of humiliation. Buerk has informed my
thinking on the use of metaphors, both in mathematics teaching and in educational research
(Buerk, 1982, 1985, 1996). (I will use the word „metaphor‟ in the “broadest sense”, as Buerk
(1996, p. 27) does, to mean “any comparison between two objects, ideas, concepts, or
experiences”.)
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Table 2: Charles‟ responses to the Mathematics Metaphor Questionnaire
The questions

Charles' responses in May

Imagine yourself doing or using
maths, what does doing or using
maths feel like? List all the words
and phrases.

Using maths from a practical point of view, i.e., profit and loss is
great. Maths for the sake of it: cosine, co-efficient, square root are
just nonsensical, non-stimulating, academic gain. I don't even
know what it is really. I think it's a self-confidence thing, a lot of
it.
On a mountain - skiing on blue ice, with no edges, blindfolded.
That‟s what it feels like!
A house with no doors or windows, you can‟t get out of it.

Think about the things that maths
is like.
If maths were food what kind of
food would it be?
If maths were a hobby, what kind
of hobby would it be?
If maths were a colour, what
colour would it be?
If maths were a way to
communicate, what way would it
be?
If maths were a building what
kind of building would it be?

Tripe, the only food I can‟t eat, it‟s disgusting.
Counting grains of sand on a beach. Looking for an emerging
pattern or formula because it‟s a futile exercise for me.
It would be the absence of colour. Why? Because it offers no life.
A forgotten dialect, making communication, two-way
communication, impossible.
The most disgusting, unappealing structure in history. Maybe a
prison, white, grey and ugly.

An extract of the dialogue after he has read his powerful negative images about mathematics
is given below to show how Charles and I completed this discussion. In this extract Charles is
acknowledging that he is beginning to enjoy and understand mathematics and is also
recognizing my acceptance and understanding of his feelings. Charles expressed satisfaction
with the way the metaphors had captured the intensity of his feelings, and he emphasized to me
how genuine these feelings were.
Charles:

Barbara:
Charles:

You can see now why I want to know whether it is a „black hole‟ - they‟re my
genuine feelings. Ninety-nine percent of people, when they say they‟re not good at
whatever, they maybe can be taught - but these feelings are pretty strong.
Very strong, I agree. Well, we‟ll just go slowly because these are strong feelings
and it will probably be difficult for you.
Well I‟m enjoying it so far! Primarily for two reasons: First, I‟ve actually learned
something, and secondly, you understand. You‟re the first person who I‟ve come
across who can genuinely understand. It's a huge relief.

This projective technique allowed me to understand the intensity of Charles‟ feelings which
were not as easy to describe literally (Bowman, 1995). I realised he was extremely fearful of
mathematics. As Buerk (1996, p. 27) found with her students, it was therapeutic for Charles, a
“catharsis”, a “relief”, “somehow freeing to get the negative feelings out” and to have them
accepted. The next section describes the mathematics content covered in this six-month course.
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5. Teaching the Mathematics
5.1 The context of the course: valuing Charles‟ experience and thinking
A theme running through Section 4, and now in Section 5, is that Charles was the context of this
course. This is a characteristic of connected teaching. The “weaving together objective and
subjective knowing in mathematics” (Becker, 1995, p. 170) allowed the course to become a
“meaningful educational experience” (Morrow & Morrow, 1995, p. 18). Morrow and Morrow
also explain, if “students (are) encouraged to build on their entire knowledge base rather than
leaving all personal experiences at the classroom door” this enables them to construct their own
knowledge. Charles‟ experiences, culture and interests are the contexts that I used, accepting his
culture as a young businessman as the class context.
I encouraged Charles to bring examples of mathematics used by him in his workplace to
class. As you will see in Section 5.3, he brought examples of his financial planning,
costing/pricing etc. This aligns with Freire‟s (1976, cited in FitzSimons & Godden, 2000, p. 20)
view that educators need to “refrain from imposing their values on learners, and see themselves
as co-learners, learning about the culture of the people among whom they are working, mutually
responsible for growth and change”. I believe that “mathematical meaning” for Charles was
possible because, as Bishop (1985, cited in Boaler, 1993, p. 344) believes, he was making
“connections between (his) knowledge and present knowledge”. This connection is possible,
Boaler (1993, p. 344) states, when “mathematical activities emphasise the learner's involvement
with mathematics rather than the teachers presentation of content and when communication,
negotiation and the resulting development of shared meanings are a part of the process”. This is
a key aspect of connected teaching.
I aimed to help Charles become aware of his own thinking. I also found it very interesting
to gain an insight into his thinking. These aims are characteristics of connected teaching as he
was “in charge of the interaction” but my responses provided “a „safety net‟ whereby (his)
misconceptions (were) recognized and addressed” (Morrow & Morrow, 1995, p. 19).

5.2 Appropriate mathematical challenges: providing support but allowing student
to take risks to develop their thinking
Morrow and Morrow (1995, p. 19) describe another integral aspect of connected teaching as
allowing the student to take on challenges with support because, “in order to grow intellectually,
a student must take reasonable risks and be able to make mistakes”. Rogers (1995, p. 181)
relates this issue to her undergraduate mathematics classes and says
A classroom climate characterised by safety and trust is essential for risk-taking to occur and for
students to be willing to test their ideas and thoughts and develop fluency in mathematical
language.

The types of risks include “risks that one‟s assumptions are open to revision, risk that one‟s
insights are limited, and risk that one‟s conclusions are inappropriate” (Ocean, 1996, p. 425). In
addition, Lampert (1990) suggests taking risks also requires courage and honesty. Rogers (1995,
p. 178) describes this approach as “student-sensitive pedagogy” because it is
grounded in the students‟ own language, focused on process rather than content, and centres on the
students‟ individual questions and learning processes. Students who are „cared for‟ in this way are
set free to pursue their own legitimate projects (Noddings, 1984).
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This sense of „care‟ is related to the positive aspect of one of the two moral perspectives
identified by Gilligan (1982). Ocean‟s research (1996, 1997) relates these moral perspectives to
mathematics education. She examines Gilligan‟s “Care perspective”, which emphasizes mutual
dependence and connection to others, and the “Justice perspective”, which emphasizes
individualism, independence, equality and fairness. She relates these perspectives to the moral
climate in the classroom. For example, teaching which includes values such as those of “cooperation, connection and communication” (Ocean, 1997, p. 8) illustrates the positive side of
the Care perspective and “the negative side of Care morality in mathematics education is seen
when Care slips into patronage” (Ocean, 1996, p. 427). This negative side of Care was
highlighted in research by Walkerdine (1989, cited by Ocean, 1996) where UK high school
teachers entered girls into a less difficult examination to protect the girls not push them. When
Rogers (1995) suggests that one must become a caring teacher in the specific sense of caring as
in helping “the other to grow and actualise himself”, she is talking about the positive aspect of
the Care morality. She suggests that caring teachers “do no work upon their students, but with
their students, looking at the subject matter from their perspective and at their level” (Mayeroff
1971, quoted in Rogers, 1995, p. 178).
This environment fosters the intellectual growth needed for students to broaden their
strategies for knowing in mathematics. Morrow and Morrow (1995, p. 19) expand on this idea
and suggest that the connected teacher “must become skilled in active listening and asking
questions that will allow the student to become more aware of her own thinking, as well as
decide which of her ideas to pursue further”. I valued Charles‟ thinking, believing that my role
was as a facilitator and guide. Connected teachers, as Becker (1995, p. 170) describes, “trust the
students‟ thinking and encourage them to expand upon it”, rather than replacing it with a
“different, teacher-generated „better‟ thought … to help the student‟s thought to grow, mature
and develop. … Both the teacher and the student engage in this process”.
Connected teaching of mathematics also aims to help the student become “used to
justifying ideas” by asking for clarification or a more detailed explanation as part of the “beliefbased-inquiry process”, helping the student to “elaborate, deepen and extend” the ideas (s)he
presents. “Listening in a believing mode” (Elbow, 1973, cited in Morrow, 1996, p. 7) assumes
“that the speaker has a valid basis for his/her opinion”. Requesting clarification is not done
because the teacher disbelieves the student but because she believes the student and “believes
in” the student (Morrow, 1996, pp. 7-8). The alternative mode to the believing mode is the
“doubting mode”, an “argumentative mode” where the presenter of an idea is “challenged to
„prove‟ the validity of the observation or claim”, a very common approach employed in
traditional mathematics classrooms.
Hence, during our classes I would keep asking for clarification and justification of
Charles‟ ideas because I „believed in‟ him. I was also careful to acknowledge his discoveries,
his mathematical power, and therefore my trust in his thinking (Becker, 1995), another feature
of connected teaching.
The mathematics topics covered in the course follow. The pace was dictated by the time it
took for Charles to understand each topic.

5.3 An overview of the mathematical content of the course
The mathematical content of the course is now outlined. Key comments Charles made which
illustrate his affective changes and growing understanding are included at the end of this
section. Usually we met each week for 1-2 hours. There were 17 sessions in all. In choosing
mathematical topics, I took into account Charles‟ needs and interests.
I was aware that the main use he made of mathematics in his work was arithmetic, so I
decided we would initially explore multiplication through a geometric, hands-on, investigation
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of rectangular arrays (Burns, 1987; Stenmark, Thompson, & Cossey, 1986). Exploring these
patterns could help him in his work, and it would enable me to assess some of his background
mathematical knowledge. This investigation continued for several classes while he also
discussed his feelings about mathematics, his past experiences and his mathematical goals
(Section 4.2).
At the 4th session we reviewed factors, multiples, primes, even and odd numbers, patterns
in the multiples of 10, 9 and 3. Charles initiated a discussion of the division algorithm that he
had never understood. He asked to do some division of larger numbers, so we tried division of a
larger number by 10, then by 3.
I introduced some history of number systems next (Joseph, 1991; Marr & Helme, 1987)
which led to a discussion of scientific notation using a scientific calculator. Following this topic
we worked with some decimals and fractions.
During the eighth class Charles had brought an example of the mathematics he was using
at work and explained it to me. He was going to have a style of outdoor chairs made and was
going through the process of pricing them. He confidently explained the cost, sale price, the
“margin” and the “mark-up”.
I had realized that he was fearful of algebra, as he had said “conceptual maths is like an
entirely bizarre language with which I have no rapport whatsoever”. I thought it would increase
his mathematical confidence to become familiar with the beginnings of algebra, to generate,
understand and use simple formulae (Brooker, Butel, & Carson, 1990; Langbort & Thompson,
1985). Initially we explored word and number patterns, using 'function machines' as a model.
We continued to explore linear patterns and how to describe them using different
representations: in words, algebraically and graphically.
We discussed again the pricing of his chair - markup and margin calculations. During our
11th session, we worked through problems on decimal fractions, tenths, hundredths, and
thousandths. Introductory exercises using graphs were worked on early next class.
At the 12th class a start was also made on using a spreadsheet for generating linear
functions (Healy & Sutherland, 1991); spreadsheets were commonly used in his workplace and
he had expressed a fear of using them. We each entered linear formulae for the other to guess.
Then Charles took the initiative, thinking of the idea of entering one linear function followed by
another. We entered some examples into the spreadsheet, which led to the need to introduce the
convention for the order of arithmetic operations. During our thirteenth meeting we worked on
the spreadsheet again, practicing entering a formula and 'filling down' to generate a sequence of
numbers.
We discussed again, during the 14th class, how algebraic formulae incorporated the
convention for the order of operations. We discussed the pattern of 'row sums' in the Pascal's
Triangle initially on our 15th class, but this non-linear pattern was too difficult for him. I decided
to return to the previous examples of linear functions. He practised writing clearly, in words,
what each formula meant. We explored the universal formulae for these examples, e.g.,
r  2i  6 , and then the recurrence formulae, e.g., r1  6, rn  rn1  2 . We used both types of
formulae on a spreadsheet also. When we plan for our last session, he suggests we review all we
had covered. I ask if he would agree to answer the metaphor questionnaire again to describe his
views about mathematics.
The final appointment for the year was in mid-October. It was our seventeenth class. We
discussed how this course had affected him and he says “I felt a cog go in my brain for the first
time”. He now “knows he can (do maths), given time – before it felt impossible”. He completed
the Mathematics Metaphor Questionnaire again. For homework he has agreed to write one or
two pages explaining what aspects of the course he thinks have helped him make the changes in
his feelings and beliefs about mathematics, enabling him to learn mathematics (see Section 6).
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To summarise, by the end of the 6-month course, Charles has now explored some patterns
in our number system, some history of number systems, and learned more about the decimal
number system. He has also understood the beginnings of algebra, to generate, describe and use
linear functions.
His mathematical confidence and competence were slowly growing over this time. For
example, by the seventh class Charles commented that already he has noticed that when he has
mathematics to do he says to himself “I will be able to do it”, rather than “I don‟t know if I can
do it”. He was very excited by the initial work with algebra (in the 9th and 10th classes)
commenting that another word for algebra could be “associations” or “connections”. He
commented that he had “gone a long way – especially on the fear side – I think I‟m going to
enjoy algebra”. He was excited by the use of spreadsheets and the explanation of the order of
arithmetic operations saying, “I am enjoying this – this is the best thing that has happened to me
this year!” During the 14th class he commented that when he got stuck now he just left it to
discuss with me. He doesn‟t feel “devastated”, as he used to, when this happens.

6 Results: Analysis of Final Affective Data
I‟ve gone from foggy mess to sense that a door has been opened and there is light. You can see
some light, and you know there‟s a mile of other doors to be opened. It's not that every time you
open the door it's still dark. It was always dark, and I just probably expected it to be. What we‟ve
done is gone back to the smallest door, but in opening the smallest door we‟ve generated the
greatest light. And although each door subsequent to that which we open is larger, the light sort of
remains the same. It's just the expanse maybe becomes greater.

Charles, October
During the final session in October, Charles talked about what this course had meant to him
using the imagery above. Our conversation continued:
Barbara:
Charles:
Barbara:
Charles:

Barbara:
Charles:

It's lovely to see what you‟ve been able to achieve.
But I‟m enjoying it. I‟m finding it so rewarding! … I was never getting ahead (in
maths), whereas now I‟ve got a bit of foundation and I‟m comfortable with it.
And how is it affecting your day-to-day work?
Oh just general confidence when it comes to using maths. When it comes to
business matters, it's not a problem, but when it's something complex, some
spreadsheet which I haven‟t done, it doesn‟t concern me if at first I don‟t see what‟s
happening, because I know if I analyse it, slowly I will. So my attitude has changed.
I look at it more objectively, feel more at ease.
Ok. Well that would have made a big difference.
Huge! Enormous! I‟m just so grateful.

We both, understandably, were very pleased with the results of the course. Since Charles had
been one of the most maths phobic students I had taught, I was initially concerned that I would
not be able to break through that strong fear to achieve changes in his beliefs and feelings about
mathematics, and to facilitate his development as a mathematical thinker. At my request he
agreed to write a statement describing what he thought were the key aspects of the course that
had enabled him to make the changes he has described. Parts of his summary statement follow:
What exactly has Barbara done which has been so enlightening? I need to list the points and ideas
which have made the change as there have been so many.
1. Identifying the gaps.
2. Really starting with the basics. Letting me know it was fine not to understand some rudimentary
concepts with certainty. Previously I had been greatly embarrassed by my lack of certainty.
3. Encouraging my memory and actually saying on many occasions: "you'll probably find you
realise more than you first thought".
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4. Approaching problems in bite-sized pieces.
5. Patterns. These were a major as they illustrated a concept (an alien one at that) in a visual
fashion which I could relate to.
6. Building on knowledge and the basics as I learnt engendered great confidence.
7. Being completely encouraging and motivating. What an amazing teacher.
8. Letting me know it was OK if I didn't get it first hit.
9. Once the logic emerged from the patterns it was fun. Now I thoroughly enjoy maths and would
like to spend more time discovering it. In some instances it's like reading a fabulous book,
interesting and expanding your perceptions. At other times it's like feeling a cog turn in your brain
for the very first time.

Since Charles is a graduate in English literature, this last item in the table is a particular
significant analogy. Charles‟ comments are like Marie‟s, who said that she “came from being
very damaged to increasingly feeling, „I am worthwhile‟” (Johnston, 1995, p. 233).
Of the eight aspects of the teaching methods in the independent study course which
Charles has identified as the most important reasons why his course was so successful for him,
four of them focus on the fact that I engaged with him at an appropriate mathematical level and
pace. Coben (1996, p. 5) highlighted this issue in her agenda for adult learning in mathematics
for the next millenium, stating that teaching "should proceed at a pace which suits the learners”.
Ramsden (1992), addressing issues about teaching and learning in higher education, also said
that good teachers must have the facility to engage students at their level of understanding.
Some of the other points Charles makes relate clearly to my goals in teaching, very
similar to the theory of connected teaching of mathematics. Morrow and Morrow (1995)
describe one aspect of connected teaching as creating an environment where the student feels no
need to apologise for uncertainty. Charles acknowledges above, in point 2, that an important
aspect of my teaching approach was that I let him know it was fine not to understand some
concepts with certainty. Because I aimed to find a balance between providing success while at
the same time challenging Charles, it was particularly important to avoid blaming him.
Explicit recognition and valuing of his prior knowledge and experience was an essential
aspect of my teaching approach and a key goal of connected teaching (see Section 5.1). Charles
emphasises, in his third point above, that this was an important aspect of this course for him.
Other points Charles makes are also reflected in the metaphors he uses at the end of the course.
Table 3 lists some of Charles' responses to the Mathematics Metaphor Questionnaire, in May
and in October, when he started and finished the supervised study in mathematics.
A vivid picture emerges from the creative images he uses which indicate new attitudes
towards mathematics, new beliefs about the learning of mathematics and new conceptions of
mathematics. Charles‟ metaphors in October show how he now had the idea that mathematics is
creative; that it involves a search for patterns, for possible routes to solutions, for relatedness
amongst ideas and concepts (Ocean & Miller-Reilly, 1997).
Charles‟ attitudes towards mathematics change from fear to enjoyment, from disgust to
valuing mathematics. In May Charles‟ imagery indicated extreme fear of doing mathematics,
comparing it to skiing blindfolded on blue ice but, by October, he described mathematics as
enjoyable and compares it to yellow, which he describes as a “cheerful colour”. In May
mathematics was “disgusting food” which he “loathed” but, by October, mathematics had
become ”really good quality food”. By October believed that mathematics had value and also
that mathematics was useful. Its use was not “limited or specific” but rather it was “multiuseful” like kitchen tongs (Charles; October). This change in Charles‟ beliefs is possibly the
result of him being the context of this course (see Section 5.1) and thus engaging him in
purposeful and meaningful activity (Rogers, 1995).
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According to Thompson (1992, p. 132) conceptions of mathematics can be viewed as
“conscious or subconscious beliefs, concepts, meanings, rules, mental images, and preferences
concerning the discipline of mathematics”. Romberg (1992) found that most people see
mathematics as a fixed body of knowledge, set in final form, involving manipulation of numbers
and geometric deduction. Mathematics is thought of as a cold and austere discipline, without
scope for creativity. Contrasted with this is the view that mathematics is a creative, dynamic and
changing discipline. Charles‟ metaphors will reveal a significant change in his conceptions of
mathematics. Initially he had an instrumental view, that mathematics is a set of accumulated
facts, rules and skills to be used by trained persons. Now he has a human creation view of
mathematics, that it is a process of enquiry not a finished product (Ernest, 1995).
Connected teaching advocates teaching mathematics as a process, not a universal truth
(Becker, 1995). I tried to “demystify the doing of mathematics” by “calling (his) attention to
mathematics as a creation of the human mind, making visible the means by which mathematical
ideas come into being” (Rogers, 1995, p. 178-9). Instead of the futility expressed by Charles in
May, where doing mathematics was like “counting grains of sand on a beach”, in October he
describes the process quite differently: “I think maths starts with rubble and you‟ve got to find a
pattern that creates a structure from the rubble. Once you‟ve got a pattern, you‟re away”. In
May he described mathematics was a forgotten dialect where two-way communication is
impossible but, by October, it has become direct and clear, rewarding and satisfying (Table 3).
Burton (1999b, p. 31) found that mathematicians experience mathematics as “creative,
dynamic, evolving and in process” which “allows for the expression of the personal,
imaginative, and intuitive capabilities”. Because I have tried to value and nurture his
mathematical intuitions, Charles metaphors indicate that he now has recognized the importance
of making connections or links in the building of mathematical meaning (Burton, 1999b).
Charles talked, in October, about mathematics as pattern forming, investigative and where
“every path is related to the previous path”. By October, he experiences doing mathematics as a
creative and imaginative process: he says he can understand “how a mathematician and an artist
can be one and the same”. Instead of mathematics being the “most disgusting unappealing
structure” in May, by October, mathematics, as a building, would have form, balance and be
quite classical. Buerk (1985) describes her personal experience of mathematics as a process that
is subjective, intuitive, inductive, involving playfulness of ideas. Charles described mathematics
as non-stimulating in May. By October he describes it as intellectually stimulating and “good
for the mind”, i.e. he now believes that mathematics is playing with ideas (Burton, 1999a).
Connected teaching encourages the student to use his/her “intuition in an inductive process of
discovery” (Becker, 1995).
Mathematics had “scavenged” Charles‟ “self-confidence” in the past but, by October, he
is confident enough to feel that he can direct the pace and movement of it like a wheel. He now
has agency, as he sees doing mathematics as a process, a path, an evolving story. I have
travelled with Charles, as Johnston (1995, p. 233) travelled with Marie, “from a position as a
victim … to the possibility of autonomy”.
Collecting data by using metaphors has produced some particularly interesting, useful and
rich data that would have been difficult to gather any other way. The metaphors provided a
trigger for conceptualisation, and comparison, of Charles‟ conceptions of mathematics (Briscoe,
1991; Sims, 1981). They illustrate the “synthesizing function” of a metaphor, “a metaphor‟s
ability to compress a great deal of peripheral, intuitive and emotional content into one symbol”
(Sims, 1981, p. 402), and how metaphors can be helpful in “framing the meaning one assigns to
events – a way of understanding our perspective” (Chapman, 1997, p. 202)
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Table 3: Charles‟ responses, in May then in October, to the Mathematics Metaphor
Questionnaire
The Questions

Responses in May

Responses in October

What does
doing or using
maths feel like?
List all the
words and
phrases.

Doing maths feels like
being on a mountain skiing on blue ice, with
no edges, blindfolded!

Enjoyable, investigative, pattern-forming, rewarding,
satisfying.

If maths were
food what kind
of food would it
be?

Tripe, the only food I
can‟t eat, it‟s
disgusting.

I see really good quality cut of meat on a plate with a very
simple herb sauce, with really beautiful vegetables but simple.
It doesn‟t need to be dressed. Why? I just think it has its own
path, it‟s quite clear, clean and straight forward.

If maths were a
hobby, what kind
of hobby would it
be?

Counting grains of
sand on a beach.
Looking for an
emerging pattern (is) a
futile exercise for me.

Quite a stimulating and rewarding hobby, something which is
good for the mind. It engages cogs which previously haven‟t
turned.

If maths were a
colour, what
colour would it
be?

It would be the
absence of colour.
Why? Because it offers
no life.

Not green yet. Not yet. What would it be? Previously I would
have said it‟s no colour. So now it's definitely a colour. It's
almost like two colours, blue with yellow. The depth and the
solution, the dark and the light, the dark being the problem,
the light being the solution. Yellow‟s quite a cheerful colour,
and blue is quite a strong colour. Yes.

If maths were a
building what
kind of building
would it be?

The most disgusting,
unappealing structure
in history. Maybe a
prison, white, grey and
ugly.

It would have a lot of form, it would have balance, it would
have symmetry, quite classical, as in Roman and Greek times.
Symmetry is very pleasing to the eye - it creates balance.
There would definitely be a pattern. I would never have said
that before. I can now see how a mathematician and an artist
can be one and the same. I think maths starts with rubble and
you‟ve got to find a pattern that creates a structure from the
rubble. Once you‟ve got a pattern, you‟re away. The
development is quite clear, direct, cheerful.

What about if
maths is a
kitchen utensil?

NA. This question was
not answered in May.

I think tongs. Why? Because of multi-use: you can pick
something up with them irrespective of its shape; you can flip
something with them.

What if maths
was like a tool?

NA. This question was
not answered in May.

A wheel, because you can move with it, it continues to move,
and the pace with which it moves is dependent on the input.
The greater the input, the greater the movement. You can
move it faster, or slow it down, depending on what you‟re
trying to do with it. It‟s a useful tool that doesn‟t have a
limited or specific use.

Patterns, solutions, stimulating, rewarding. Intellectually
stimulating, engaging your brain. Brain food, but different
brain food to the arts.

.
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7 Later Developments and Conclusions
Five years after the course was completed, Charles contacted me again and I taught him again
for a few months. At my request he wrote a statement about his current attitude to mathematics
and the usefulness of his new knowledge in his workplace now. Part of his statement follows:
I am delighted to say that I now approach mathematics with a degree of pleasure and relative
confidence. … The knowledge gained from expert tuition has enabled me to tackle such problems
without fear and in a reasonably timely fashion. The method of teaching adopted by Barbara has
opened up doors within my brain which were firmly closed and enabled me to progress with a
greater sense of confidence. … I would rate the knowledge gained and consequent confidence as
the highlight of the last five years.

Charles‟ experience supports Parker‟s (1997, cited in Safford-Ramus, 2004, p. 57) conclusion,
that “overcoming mathematics anxiety during adulthood” is a “transition of major magnitude”,
an important “life event”. It also confirms Morrow & Morrow‟s (1995, p. 20) statement that
“gaining a sense of their own voice in mathematics”, as a result of connected teaching, is a
“very powerful experience” for a student.
Two years after this, Charles contacted me again because he wanted me to look at some
details of a mathematical model he had developed for his business - I gave him (positive)
feedback. It seems that he has now “become excited about possibilities of posing his own
problems and inventing new knowledge” by trying “to provide insights into mathematical
connections with other areas” – he is becoming a “constructor of knowledge” in mathematics
(Morrow & Morrow, 1995, p. 20), an overall aim of the connected teaching approach. Boaler
and Greeno (2000, p.189) found that students often reject mathematics in response to didactic
pedagogy in which memorization and procedure repetition are central practices, as they do not
want to “author their identities as passive receivers of knowledge”. Connected teaching, where
the process of mathematical problem solving is shared (Becker, 1995), has enabled Charles to
become a „constructive knower‟ of mathematics (Belenky et al., 1986).
Charles agreed to read this case study. (The full case study is presented in Miller-Reilly
(2006).) I wanted to check, as Taylor (1995) did with the subjects of her ethnographic life
histories, if I had reflected his views accurately in describing his learning experiences. The few
editing changes he suggested were incorporated into the manuscript. He asked for a copy of it so
that he could share it with a colleague whom he thought avoided mathematics. Charles was now
providing support for another mathematics anxious adult, which Parker (1997, cited in SaffordRamus, 2004, p. 57) believes is the final part of a six-stage process. She identified this process
in a number of adults, interviewed in her research, who were mathematics anxiety success
stories. The other five stages are also clearly visible in Charles‟ case study: his “perception of a
need”, his “commitment to address the problem” by taking “specific actions to become more
comfortable with mathematics”, his “recognition of a turning point having been reached”, which
has resulted in a change in his “mathematical perspectives”.
Charles' letters and his continuing contacts with me illustrate long-lasting change. I notice
that when he works with me now, he looks for patterns in the mathematics, which he calls
principles, and is then very satisfied with his learning. Davis (1992, p. 731) states that "for
serious long term learning, one does not learn facts, one acquires a culture". It seems that
Charles has acquired a culture, for example, he knows that mathematics is about recognizing
and describing patterns.
Information or knowledge is one thing, agency or power is quite another. Boaler (1998, p.
87) has pointed this out in her study of two schools with completely different approaches to the
teaching of mathematics. In a traditional, examination-oriented, school “teachers tried to give
the students knowledge” while at the open, project-based, school the students “learned how to
do things” (quote from a student). Charles has learned how to use mathematics.
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This case study strongly suggests that there do not seem to be any essential differences
between the needs of men and women who have avoided mathematics because they are fearful
of the subject. A connected teaching approach has worked well with a man who had
experienced silencing and disempowerment in his mathematics learning experiences. This
indicates the importance of using connected strategies in teaching mathematics to men as well
as to women.
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